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Board
approves
surcharge
Student fee generates
$1 million for Eastern
work by the budget council
and her cabinet.
"They acted on my request
Brace for impact. That's for recommendations to deal
what the Board of Regents not only with the university
did at their last meeting on budget situation as it was at
the time but also with the
Dec. 4.
The Board determined it prospects of future budget
was likely Kentucky would reductions," she said.
The forecast of a dry spell
face additional cuts to its budget — affecting universities in state money for higher eduand colleges
cation came
true earlier
across
the
last
week
Bluegrass.
when Gov.
With
this
Ernie
prediction, the
Fletcher
Board enacted
a one-time suran nounced
cuts to unicharge
on
tuition.
versities and
The
surcolleges.
qi.Kjodtt' MUMMi
"Future
charge, which
students see on
reductions
Tht MM «M iHt shorn up on Mudpnu SDnng 2O04
have become
their spring Mi
P«rf-ftm# snxtonft wm J## * prorm-d to*
quite
real
2004
bills,
and are fully
includes a $100
fee for full-time, in-state as deep as we were conundergraduate and graduate cerned they might be."
Glasser said. "1 think the
students.
Full-time, out-of-state stu- recent news confirms the
dents will pay a $200 sur- absolute necessity for
charge.
the surcharge."
Part-time students will see
Glasser explained
a prorated fee.
the surcharge will
At the time the surcharge provide the univerpassed, University President sity with "some
Joanne Glasser explained, it critically needed
was understood any money resources"
from the surcharge not throughout the
required to service the state year and will
budget deficit would be used allow
for instructional equipment, Fvastern to
classroom upgrades and "evaluate
other "academic enhance- an approp r i a t e
ments."
However, on Tuesday Vice level
of
President for Financial Affairs tuition for
Ken Johnston said the sur- the coming
charge (which he expects to year."
generate nearly $1.2 million)
The chance of
may go exclusively to the an increase in next
year's tuition. Glasser said,
state.
"At least some of the sur- is not erased by the recent
charge — if not all of it — will surcharge.
"Eastern's tuition is well
be applied toward (the
state)," he told The Progress.
below the average for other
Dipping into students' wal- public comprehensive univerlets, Glasser said, was not an sities in the state." she said.
issue taken lightly.
"While we pride ourselves in
"This was not an easy deci- providing a real value to our
sion, but we had no alterna- students, simple economics
tive without compromising dictate that we need more
academic quality," Glasser resources to provide programs and services that our
said in the letter.
Glasser explained the idea
for surcharge came out of
See SURCHARGE. A6
BY ADAM BAKER

News editor

State to take millions
from universities' budgets
BY CASSONDRA K«BY

Eastern's Faculty Senate
members sat motionless
Monday as President Joanne
Glasser explained how cuts
ordered by Gov. Ernie
Fletcher last week may
threaten the day-to-day operation of the university.
"It may not be business as
usual anymore, regrettably
so," Glasser said.
Glasser addressed the
Senate in the wake of
Fletcher's plan to cut $45
million of Kentucky's publicuniversities' funds on top of
a $24 million cut in state
funding,
This could mean as much
as $6 million in budget cuts
for Eastern, an amount that
won't come without serious
repercussions.
According to Glasser,
F^astern is currently looking
at new internal saving measures such as hiring and
travel cuts, as well as ways to
generate sources of revenue
from the faculty and staff.
She already has plans to
launch a major capital campaign in the spring and said
a
"significant
tuition
increase" may be on the
horizon.

Tuition
increases
are not new
to the student*
at
Eastern .
however. At
the start of
this semester students
dished out
Gov. Ernie
money for a
Fletcher
one-time
su rcharge
of $100 for
in-state undergraduate and
graduate students and $200
for out-of-state students.
This one-time charge was
implemented by the Board of
Regents on Dec. 4, 2003 in
anticipation of budget cuts
from the state — which came
only two weeks later.
In an effort to resolve the
state's budget problem, the
Fletcher administration
asked public colleges and
universities in the state to
absorb a 2.5 percent cut.
This was part of the $24 million cut in unrestricted state
funding. For Eastern, this
cut amounted to approximately a $2.1 million reduction in funding.
"We were somewhat prepared for that," Glasser said.
"We had been working on
scenarios and recommenda-

tions of how we could absorb
any potential cut without any
layoffs or sacrificing academic quality or cuttinK of pro
grams."
Eastern wasn't prepared
for what came next though.
On Jan. 7, Glasser and
other state university presidents met with the staff of
the
Council
on
Postsecondary Education,
State Budget Director Brad
Cowgill and State Secretnr)
Virginia Fox.
They were informed thai
Fletcher was planning to cut
another 2.5 percent of both
restricted and unrestricted
university revenue to bring
an additional $45 million this
fiscal year to deal with slate
fiscal deficits.
Restricted funds include
all budgeted funds other
than money from I In- stair
and federal research funds.
It includes funds the university has gained from tuition.
grants, endowments, private
financing and auxiliary
income.
Unlike cuts in slate funding, in which budgeted
money is simply not given
to schools, the new cut is in
money the schools generate
and use to help finance
Se, Ml IX,I I. ,\<>

A time to cut ...
Ikv. 4.3tM3
Eastern's Board of
Regents approves a one-time
surcharge for spring 2004.
Eastern officials notified the
university community via
e-mail and letters.

BBU>JM
Gov. Ernie Fletcher calls
for universities to cut their
budgets by 2.5 percent to
cover a portion of this year's
state budget shortfall.

Ian. (ilMM
President Joanne Glasser
e-mails the Eastern community
in response to a newspaper
article that said Fletcher was
planning to cut budgets by
another 2.5 percent

(.lasser meets with the Council
on Postsecondary Education staff
and State Budget Director Brad
Cowgill and officially learns of
Fletcher's plan for additional cuts.

Glasser will meet with
the CPE to learn the
details of how the budget
cuts will be made and
how it will affect Eastern.

Former student under investigation by FBI

► Inside

Sean Francis arrested for making 200 threatening phone calls
to campus, if convicted could face up to 20 years in prison

AROUND * ABOUT

BY MELISSA ENGLE

Assistant news editor

A former Eastern student is
at the center of an FBI investigation. Sean R. Francis. 25. of
(kx>se Creek, S.C. was arresled
for making threatening communications in interstate commerce
and threatening a witness.
The charge stems from more
than 200 calls made in
November 2(K)H to female rcsidents living in residence halls on
campus. According to Marc
Whin, associate vice president
for public relations and market
ing at Eastern. Francis made the

calls within a "three to four day
span." He reportedly made a
total of 3.000 calls nationwide.
After the harassing phone
calls were reported to Public
Safely, the department sought
records
from
BellSouth
Telecommunk'ations to trace the
origin of the calls. The telephone
number was traced to a cellular
phone subscribed by Francis,
according to the criminal complaint.
According to the same complaint, "although each of the
calls was somewhat different,
the male caller generally
threatened to rape each of the

female students."
Liz Reese, a freshman living
in McGregor Hall, received
harassing phone calls. She said
she was awakened around 5 am.
to a male caller asking her what
she was wearing and if she was
akine. After telling him she was.
he told her he had been watch
ing her.
"He said he would rape me or
kill me if I hung up," Reese said.
"Within an hour the police
showed up at my room. 1 was
scared. 1 thought he was watching me then.
"I think maybe he looked us
up on the computer," she added.

Ian. 27. 2004

Ian. Iff. 2W4

Reese added that she did not
tell her parents until after
Francis was arrested.
"I wasn't gonna tell my parents. 1 didn't want them to freak
out and worry," she said. She
added she had friends walk
places with her so she wasn't
alone before the arrest
The complaint states that
calls were made to residents of
Telford Hall and Clay Hall specifically, but Reese said others in
McGregor Hall said they too had
received similar calls.
"Additional investigation
reveals that in late 1999, Sean R.
Francis was previously convicted
in the Southern District of New
York for making similar threatSee INVESTIGATION, A6

Fletcher has to
present his budget to the
legislature, which will
include specifics on
university cuts.
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Disturbing Behavior
Red sheet distributed to faculty explains
how to handle disruptions in classes

ii

BY MEUSSA ENGLE

Assistant news editor
A message has been circulating through faculty e-mail
recently concerning a policy
for disruptive behavior, also
known as the red sheet.
The red sheet is not new
to the campus, but it serves
as a reminder of guidelines
for professors on what to do
and how to handle different
situations
they
may
encounter in the classroom.
According
to
Betsy
Bohannon, in the Office of
Student Judicial Affairs, the
policy was created when
"several, several incidences
of assaults occurred in the
classroom of students striking professors." It has been
in existence now for two
years.
Suggestions from the policy vary from "attempting to
de-escalate the situation by
calmly talking to the student"
to "call 911." Different situations require different remedies, but in the end it is up to
the professor to decide which
method is appropriate.

I address cell
phones up front
in my syllabus. I
do not allow
them in the
classroom
unless it's an
emergency.

—Dorothy Carter
French professor

77
Dorothy Carter, a French
professor, said she has never
really had any "serious" problem.
"Most are minor, not much
deliberate problems," she
said. "I address cell phones
up front in my syllabus. I do
not allow them in the class-

room unless it's an emergency."
Cell phones, excessive
talking and anything disruptive is covered by the policy.
Even criminal activity such as
assault, burglary, rape or any
other serious crime could be
included as well, according to
Bohannon.
"If those types of serious
crimes were committed it
would fall under the Minger
Act. But the red sheet is
more a type of reporting system," Bohannon said.
The Minger Act came
from state law and requires
Public Safety to post a crime
within 24 hours of its occurrence and to notify the campus.
Carter said the red sheet
"seems like a logical
process," but she has had
more trouble with "students
falling asleep in class than
with those things."

Reach Melissa at
melissa_engle@eku. edu

Into the arts? Win a prize for your excellent
tapestry work? Call Katie at 622-1572.

Ptioto Illustration by Brooke ShepheroVProgress
Professors say ringing cell phones are among the most common disruptions in classes.
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HUH ANNOUNCEMENT

Regarding the Destruction of Chemical Weapons Stored at the Blue Grass Army Depot
Thursday, January 22
6-8 p.m.
Carl D. Perkins Conference Center
Eastern Kentucky University
Kit Carson Drive, Richmond, Kentucky

^^

The public is invited to attend a meeting to discuss the submission of a permit to
the Kentucky Department for Environmental Protection required to begin construction of the Blue Grass Chemical Agent-Destruction Pilot Plant.
This meeting is being held to explain the proposed plan to destroy the chemical
weapons and to solicit public input before submitting the application for the permit.
5:30-6 p.m.
6-7 p.m.
7-8 p.m.

Open Poster Session for one-on-one questions
Public Meeting
Reopen Poster Session

Public participation and comments are an important part of this effort.
If you have questions, special needs, or want more information, please contact the:
Blue Grass Chemical Stockpile Outreach Office
370 Highland Park Dr., Suite 2
Richmond. KY 40475
(859) 626-8944
Outreach © bechtel .com

www.galaxybowling.com
3,000 sq. ft
arcade!

Bowling
College Night Thursday 10 p.m.-2 a.m.
$5 per person gets you all night bowling and
food and drink specials!

Catch Snatch Thursday at 9 p.m.
& Greatest of These on Friday, Jan. 16th &
Saturday, Jan. 17th
Super Bowl pep rallv In Champions
planned for Jan. 31st.
Special Bowling rates with student I.D.

1025 \nihcrl\ \\ii\ -624-4444
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We specialize in
USED COLLEGE
TEXTBOOKS
To place an order visit our
website or phone us at

1-800-691-8288

Enter code SSEKU2004 at check out & receive free
gift with purchase.
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Get in shape for new year
Experts on campus suggest
increasing daily activity,
working out with friends

44
I'm just a big
advocate of daily
activity.

BY ADAM BAKER

—John Jewell

News editor

Director of campus recreation

* This is part one of a fivepart series outlining the best way
to stick to your New Year's resolutions.
Although for most people
resolutions last only a couple
weeks — max — something
about pledging to make ourselves better is irresistible on
New Year's Eve.
Getting in shape seems to
find its way to the top of most
people's list of goals for the new
year, however, vowing to drop a
few pounds or eat better is often
easier than sticking with it
For Amanda Wesley finding
the time to work out can be one
of the biggest hurdles.
"You really have to incorporate (exercise) into your schedule," she said.
The senior psychology major
from Somerset says it's all
downhill after you make yourself find the time.
"When you get it into your
schedule and do it routinely it's
not a big deal," she explained.
"But getting it into your schedule and finding the time and
energy can definitely be difficult"
John Jewell, director of campus recreation said Wesley's
problem isn't uncommon.
"Students don't have enough
time or the facility they're looking to exercise in is not convenient for them to get into," he

»

said.
Jewell noted, however, the
fitness centers on campus try to
accommodate to students' busy
schedules. Weaver Gym is open
from 6 a.m. to 10 p.m. during
the week with reduced hours
on weekends, according the
their Web site.
Weaver Gym, Jewell said, is
a good facility due to it's central
location and accessible hours.
When using the facilities on
campus, Jewell explained students should treat their workout sessions like a class.
"Figure out when your classes are and then just figure out
an exercise time and put it in
your schedule," he said.
By scheduling exercises like
classes and showing up at the
chosen time routinely, Jewell
said workout* will become a
habit.
Jewell added working out
with a partner can keep exercisers from slacking.
"Those that exercise with a
partner tend to have higher
exercise adherence rates than

those who just begin by themselves," he said.
Jewell suggests a 45-minute
workout beginning with 20 minutes of cardiovascular exercise
then one set of 10 repetitions on
10-12 weight machines.
"That's a real good way for
basic toning," he said.
Jewell noted because of
recent trends, one should
expect a crowd when going to a
fitness center.
"I think if you look at universities across the country compared to 15-20 years ago, the
social spot on a campus anymore tends to be in your recreation centers and your fitness
areas," he said. "Everyone used
to go to the student union and
that seemed to be the social
gathering spot. Now that seems
like it has been replaced by the
fitness centers."
Jewell stated one common
reason many opt not to workout
is their fear of the exercise
machines.
"They're
intimidated
because they don't want to fool
around with the equipment" he
said.
To help with this fear, Jewell
and his staff offer orientations
to the fitness center. However,
Jewell said they do not offer
personal workout routines at

this time.
Jewell added getting fit doesn't just come from a gym.
"I'm just a big advocate of
dairy activity," he said. "I'm convinced that there are so many
subtle things, you can do in the
course of a day that you end up
burning the calories and staying in shape."
He listed taking the stairs
instead of the elevator and parking the car farther away as
examples.
Lonnie Davis, chair of the
department of exercise and
sport science also believes in
"the small things."
"Walk further across campus, try to leave your automobile in the parking lot and don't
drive anywhere on campus," he
said.
Davis also emphasizes students find enjoyment in exercising.
"People get into it and they
think they have to loose weight
overnight," he said. "It's a slow
process that you must enjoy
and stick with."
He suggested not looking at
working out as a chore and to
set attainable goals.
"If you want to loose twenty
pounds set a goal for a pound or
two at a time," he said.
Davis also said not to do anything drastic while trying to
make your New Year's dream
come true.
"I don't think it does any
good to try to drastically stop
your eating habits or start your
exercise habits," he said. "Just
do the small things and see the
awards for those and if you
stick with those small things
they 11 become big things."

Reach Adam at
adam baker38iteku.edu

Got a news tip?
Call Adam Baker at 622-1872.
«i»i»"ii"*

Dorm Drills
Let's face it, we can't always make M to the gym;
even students living in residence hate have anotter
Experts on campus suggest the exercteee betcw for
staying in shape while living In smaH

9ft ups
Invest in a mat or blanket to lay on
and crunch away.

S3

Push ups
Use the same mat or blanket and
arms by doing daily push ups.
Stair stepping
Pass up the elevator and go for
If you have some extra time,
a few floors.

Weight lighting
Weights, including vinyl covered dun
(up to 50 pounds) are allowed si <
carpeted room. Barbels are not j
the residence haH. Weights too s
Try canned foods.
Eun-ttwig MxVProgwei

Finding the time

Eastern offers three different gyms on campus, free to students and faculty. The following is a list of their regular hours:

Weaver Gym
• Mon.-Fri. 6 a.m. -10 p.m.
• Sat
• Sun.

Noon - 6 p.m.
1 - 8 p.m.

Begley Weight Rooms

Numbers
to know:
• Wesvw Uyw»
622-16M

• Mon.-Thura. 3 -8 p.m.

Burke Wellness Center
• Mon.-Thurs.
• Fit
• Sat.
•Sun.

6:30 ajn. -10:30 p.m.
6:30 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Noon - 6 p.m.
1-8 p.m.

•Greg Adams
Tennis Ceastr.
622-2144
•AC/Weaver
Pool, 622-2137

Support
Locally Owned
Downtown
Businesses

Need an
on campus job
for spring semester?
;

c-r

eai

Caller positions available
Earn $6.00 an hour plus cash incentives!
Available shifts:
Sunday - 6:30-9 pmv- Monday - 630-9 pjn;
Wednesday - 6:30-9 pro;Thursday - 6:30-9 p.m.
Interviews taking place now through January 23
Attend one training session on January 27 or 28

IfrVu;.

Calling begins Monday, February 2
For information or to set up an interview, call:
Amanda Slusher, Director of the Annual Fund
622-8668

Finding cash for college is
child's play.
Register now and search thousands of
scholarships worth over $3 billion

www.easternprogress.com/scholarship8

HMHHMMIMI
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► Police Beat: Dec. 2 - Jan. 8
Competed by

Dec 2
Krintina Petrey reported a
theft from a room in the Rowlett
Building. She said an unknown
female was in her office. When
she asked the female what she
was doing in the office, the
female said she was looking for
a classmate. She advised the
female her office was not a
classroom, and the female left
She then noticed her change
purse missing.
Dec. 3
Timothy Klam reported
his taillights were missing
from his car while it was
parked in the Madison Lot
Darryl Tucker, front
desk worker at Walters Hall,
reported criminal mischief in
the elevator of the hall.
Tamara Stephens reported burnt toilet paper in a
bathroom on the fifth floor of
Palmer Hall. She was advised
to activate the fire alarm. The
building was evacuated and
an investigation was conducted by the state fire marshal.
ITiere are no suspects at this
time.
Dec. 4
Doug
Hall.
a
Commonwealth Hall night
shift supervisor, reported an
exit sign and small detector
missing from the 17th floor.
Dec. 5
Chad Graham reported a
blank check had been stolen
from his room in Todd Hall.
A staff member at
Keene Hall reported a resident's car had been broken
into and cash had been taken
from the glove box.
Gary E. Wells II. 23. of
Newark. Ohio, was charged
with failure to produce an insurance card and with operating
on a suspended driver's license.
Dec. 6
Landon Virgin reported
his wallet missing from the

locker room in the Weaver
Building. He left his wallet
under his clothes, went to
work out and, upon returning, he discovered his wallet
missing.
Marsha Roberta reported her cell phone had been
stolen from Alumni Coliseum.
She left it in a bag on the
bleachers during a cheerleading competition and when
she returned it was gone.
Dec. 7
James B. Crump . 20, of
Carlisle, and Charles E.
Soard, 20, of Paris, were
arrested for and charged with
possession by a minor.
Neither were Eastern students and both were under
the influence of alcohol and
marijuana while in Todd Hall,
according to police.
Jamie L. Goodin. 18, of
Todd Hall, was charged with
possession of alcohol by a
minor, possession of marijuana
and possession of drug para
phernalia. Officers found a tip
of a joint cut off with a small
amount of marijuana, scissors
used to cut up the marijuana
and part of a tampon wrapper
used to roll marijuana and
smoke it Also found in the
room were vodka and beer.
Goodin was cited and
released.
Dec. 8
Clyde
Klepper,
a
Commonwealth Hall desk
worker, reported a fire extinguisher being discharged on
the 16th floor of the hall. There
are no suspects at this time.
Clyde
Klepper.
a
Commonwealth Hall desk
worker, reported vandalism
to the residence hall property
including exit signs being
removed and damage to two
ceiling tiles.
Dec. 9
Scott Wisniewski reported his wallet stolen from his
room in Dupree Hall. He

• a> *

reported his wallet lying on
his desk before a fire alarm,
and when he returned it was
missing. It contained a student ID card, driver's license,
two credit cards, a bank card
and $19 cash.
Jennifer Dwyer reported
her wallet. $5 in cash and
credit cards stolen from her
dorm room in Clay Hall after
leaving it unsecured. Sarah
Frisby reported $22 taken
from her desk in the same
room.
April Glover reported
someone had been using her
long distance card to make
calls without her authorization.
Dec. 10
A Todd Hall front
desk worker reported a
smoldering pillow in Todd
Hall. Megan Gampher
said she
accidentally
knocked over a lamp in her
dorm room, leading to the
smoldering of the pillow.
The fire alarm was activated and she took the pillow
outside where it was extinguished.
Dec. 11
James Woods , a front
desk worker at Palmer Hall,
reported an odor of what he
believed to be burning electrical wires. He was advised
to pull the fire alarm. The fire
department arrived and was
unable to detect any odor of
smoke.
Doug Hall, night shift
supervisor at Commonwealth
Hall, reported criminal mischief. Joshua Sewell stated
he left his room and upon
returning to his room, his
door was damaged.
Herbert Sharber Jr.,
21, Commonwealth Hall,
was arrested for and
charged with possession of
marijuana. He was found
with 3.9 grams in his front
pocket

Emmons Dale Farthing
II, 23, of Irvine, was arrested and charged with possession of marijuana and
possession of drug paraphernalia. He was found
with less than one gram in
his
possession
in
Commonwealth Hall.
Dec. 12
Jeremy W. Courtney, 20,
of Commonwealth Hall, was
charged with possession of
marijuana. He was found with
11.1 grams in his possession
in his dorm room.
Jonathan
D.
louder mi Ik reported a
decor plate removed from his
vehicle while he was parked
in the Lancaster Lot
Dec. 13
Laura Thurman, Todd
Hall staff, reported criminal
mischief by way of light
bulbs being busted and scattered in the hallway of the
7th floor.
Dec. 15
Bobby Wolfinbarger
reported the driver side mirror from his vehicle and the
passenger side mirror had
been tampered with while it
was parked in the Gentry

Lot
A McGregor Hall resident reported harassing
phone calls.
Dec. 16
Dwight Reed reported he
found numerous pieces of
open mail belonging to people in the Gentry Building.
Dec. 17
Robert
McKinney
reported seeing two males
next to his unsecured vehicle in the Stratton Lot. The
two males saw him approaching them and left. McKinney
reported them having one of
his stereo speakers, dropping it to the ground, but
taking his compact disc player.

Engto

Police Beat Policy
It is the policy of The Progress to print the
reports and names of those in police reports
from the Division of Public Safety. We do not discriminate based on race, gender, ethnicity, status
in the community, affiliation with The Progress
or otherwise.
The Progress will not print reports of false fire
alarms or die names of those who have been
harassed.
Because of the Freedom of Information Act a*
police reports must be given when requested by
media or the public.
The Progress understands the policy is not
always popular with everyone, however Police
Beat will continue to run under the same guidelines as it has in die past

Dec. 18
Harold Johnson reported
criminal mischief resulting in
broken Christmas ornaments
scattered on the 4th floor of
the Stratton Building.
Dec. 20
Joshua T. Mills, 20. of
Richmond, was arrested for and
charged with operating on a suspended operator's license and
an improper registration plate.
Dec. 21
Kenneth Schwendeman
reported his battery and
cables had been stolen from
his vehicle while it was
parked in the lot next to the
Funderburk Building.
Dec. 22
Patrick Ryan reported
the passenger side window of
Helen Grace Ryan's jeep
broken out and a pair of Doc
Marten boots missing as
well. The vehicle was parked
in the Martin Lot
Jan. 4
Chris Graves reported his
vehicle was on fire in the
engine compartment. The

Richmond Fire Department
was notified. They arrived and
disconnected the battery and
said it was the alternator that
short circuited causing the fire.
Jan. 5
Madison
County
Emergency Operations
Center reported a fire at a
Brockton residence. Komi
Kpogh said a dishtowel stored
in the drawer caught fire while
he was preheating the oven.
There was no damage reported.
Mark Jocefowicx reported
damage to a window in the
Parking Office during the
Christinas break.
Jan. 7
Thomas Dillon, 34, of
Lexington, was arrested for and
charged with improper registration plate expired decal, nature
to produce an insurance card
and operating on a suspended
operator's license.
Jan. 8
Debra Brown reported
someone opened a window in
a classroom during the weekend and had stolen a CD
holder.
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JKaJze Uafentine 'sDay a tittle early this year anoeuen more special.
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925
Siluer Street
"Vour Sterling Siluer
Specialist"
presents its first EKU
Rppreciation SALE.

Present this ad and receive your second
purchase of equal or lesser value FREE!
*one coupon per person
•This sale cannot be used in conjucntion with any other special of sale offer. Items must be in stock at tlem of purchase to apply.
•This offer Is good for the weekend dates fo Friday 16th, Saturday 17th, Sunday 18th & Friday 21st, Saturday 22nd and Sunday 23rd.
•Other than this deal, students & faculty will recieue a 10% discount on all purchases on any other gluen day with proof of ualid 1.1.

Located in Richmond Mall between C & H Rauch Jewelers & Friedman Jewelers
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Burnam in the dark
Moisture ruins transformer,
students forced to relocate
BY MORGAN CALDWELL

News feature writer

Brooke Shepherd/Progress

New food
Students enjoy new lood options in the Fountain Food Court on Wednesday. The food court
was remodeled and added two new restaurants, Montague's Deli and Home Zone.

► News Briefs
Compiled by Jessica Mullins

Athlete pleads not
guilty in assault
case

Power Outage Set
for Matin Luther
King Day

Michael Haney, a basketball player for Eastern
refused to accept a deal with
the prosecution in an assault
i asc against former girlfriend
Amy (iore.
Haney will keep a trial
date set for March of this
year.
He is charged with aggravated assault after he allegedly attacked Gore in his apartment last September. Gore
was treated and released
from Pattie A. Clay Hospital
with visible injuries including
a human bite and a sprained
arm with bruised tissue.

A power outage on campus is
scheduled for Monday, January
19, Martin Luther King Day.
The buildings that will be
affected from 7 a.m. to 2 p.m.
include the following: Case Hall,
Case Annex, Donovan Annex.
Model Lab, Alumni Coliseum,
Rowlett
From 11 a.m. to 7 p.m.,
Begley, Brockton 700-800, 11011104 Van Hoose Drive,
Donnellson Service Complex,
Coates, Jones, Memorial
Science and Roark will also be
without power.

"War and Peace"
Chautauqua
Continues In
Spring
Eastern's yearlong series
of Chautauqua lectures on
the topic of "War and Peace"
will continue throughout the
spring semester. The next
event will take place on
Thursday, January 22, at 7:30
in the Student Services
Kuilding. Marcia Pierce, from
the Department of Biological
Sciences will lead the lecture
titled "Inhale Deeply—Are
You Dead Yet? A Discussion
on Biological Warfare." All of
the programs are free and
open to the public.

Assistant Secretary
Appointed to Board
of Regents

Diversity
Conference To Be
Held at EKU
The College of Education,
along with several other educational organizations, have
scheduled their 3rd Annual
Diversity Conference to be
held on Eastern's campus.
The conference is set for
February 10-12 in the
Perkins Conference Center.
On the 10th, a pre-conference
will be held, which is limited
to the first 100 individuals
who register. Cost for the
pre-conference will be $100
per person and $150 for the
conference itself. This price
includes all meals and conference materials. There are
special rates for groups, as
well as faculty and staff. For
more information and registration materials, contact
Tom Bonny or Amy Abney at
622-6505.

Book Title
Suggestions
Needed

During the December 17,
2003, Deans' Council meeting,
Virginia Underwood was
appointed as the new assistant
secretary to the Board of
Regents.

The offices of First-Year
Summer Reading Committee

PKRSONAL I Ol ( II ( I I WIK'S

Judges needed for
high school
competition
On Monday, March 15,
2004. the College of Business
and Technology will host the
Future Business Leaders of
America Region VI Spring
Conference. Nearly 700 high
school
students
from
throughout our service
region will be involved in
over 40 events including:
Public
Speaking,
Job
Interview, Talent Show, Mr.
and Ms. FBLA, and others.
Faculty, staff, and students
are needed to serve as
judges. Besides providing
service to the community,
this is a great way to support
the efforts of these future
business leaders. Interested
individuals should contact
Kathy Barr at 622-1412 or email: kathy.barr@eku.edu.

New program
offers volunteer •
opportunities
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The office of volunteerism
is sponsoring a new program
called Saturdays for Service.
On Jan. 24, a group of 15 students will be traveling to
New Liberty Shelter for
Homeless Families and helping paint the apartments families at the shelter live in during their stay.
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are asking faculty and staff to
gather title suggestions for a
possible summer reading
book to be submitted to the
Office of First Year Programs
early next semester.
The book must still be in
print and by an author who
will be willing to come to
campus early in the semester
to discuss the book. To contribute suggestions, email
them
to:
kevin.rahimzadeh@eku.edu.

Residents of Burnam Hall
learned what it was like to
move twice within one week
thanks to an electrical outage
early Monday morning.
Kenna Middleton, director
of housing, got a phone call
informing her of the situation
around 2:30 Monday morning.
"There were some power
come-and-goes, some flickering before that," Middleton
said.
"There were some problems in a high voltage switch
gear," said James Street,
director of facilities services.
Moisture gathered in the
switch cabinet located behind
Burnam Hall and created an
arc. The 5,000 volts of electricity that traveled though it
damaged several parts,
though not the switch gear
itself.
The initial estimate was
repairs would be done by last
Thursday, but they were
already complete by last
Tuesday.
"Rather than paint a very
rosy picture, we look at worst
case scenario," Street said.
The part that had to be rush
delivered from South Dakota
arrived with good speed.
Street said it wasn't expensive "as these things go ...
even though it resulted in a
tremendous inconvenience
for the kids at Burnam."
"When the electricity is on
you don't have heat,"
Middleton said. "The other
concern was the fire system
wasn't operating."
Rebecca Goff, a senior
psychology major and resident of Burnam Hall, had
moved in again only two days
before the power went out.
"Our RHC made us aware as

soon as it happened," she
said. "She kept us calm."
"Especially when Keene
was mentioned," quipped
Sara Fraley, another Burnam
Hall resident. "They woke us
up in the middle of the night,
and they always kept us
updated."
All Burnam residents
were made to pack up the
necessities. They were
forced to settle down in
another dorm until power
could be restored, which
turned out to be approximately 24 hours.
"Since the fire system didn't work we couldn't stay,"
Fraley said. "I'd brought a lot
back with me. They say 'pack
lightly' but we're a bunch of
girls, you know? That's
impossible. I had two roily
bags. It was bad."
"They were worried about
our safety," Goff said.
Amanda Hall, also a
Burnam Hall resident, said.
"We were reassigned within
four hours."
Middleton explained the
reassignment process. Floor
plans were pulled from every
building. They marked
rooms in pink that could
house two Burnam Hall residents, and marked rooms in
yellow that could only house
one Burnam hall resident.
By transferring the assignments to letters and with the
help of Residence Hall
Coordinators, over 200 students
were moved to other dorms.
Goff, Fraley and Hall
agreed that the housing staff
had been very efficient. The
RAs and the RHC updated
the residents every couple of
hours before anyone could
be relocated, telling them to
set the alarms on their cell
phones if they had them. The
staff also made an additional
trip in the morning around

seven to make sure everyone
woke up on time so no one
missed class due to the
inconvenience.
There were still unavoidable circumstances, like some
food in the refrigerators spoiling after the refrigerators
defrosted. In an attempt to
ease the loss the housing
staff offered to store food and
Burnam residents were also
treated to a free breakfast.
"Everybody came to class
smelling (the first day)
because there wasn't any hot
water in the showers," Hall
said jokingly.
The three residents also
explained they had been made
to feel very welcome during
their brief stay in the other
dorms.
"After we'd unpacked and
packed again everyone was
so accommodating," Fraley
said of her overall impression of the outage.
Goff was impressed by the
hours put in for the repairs.
"The people who were
working on it worked from
the time it went out all the
way through." she said.
"I think everybody was
happy to get back." said Hall,
regardless of the steps taken
to alleviate the discomfort
and inconvenience suffered
by the residents.
Street said the incident
wasn't nearly as bad as it
could have been. "We just
spent approximately $1.8 million on electrical upgrades,"
he said. He explained that
two years ago something
similar occurred and over a
dozen buildings were without power. The extra switches have since been installed
allowed the electricians to
isolate the power outage to
just Burnam Hall, and prevent an even larger portion
of campus to be affected.
When the lights went out.
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BUDGET: Glasser says another tuition increase likely INVESTIGATION: Francis
previously convicted
for similar charge

u

come to some consensus
about how the additional 2.5
percent cut will be handled
Johnston, vice president of
by Friday, because his state
financial affairs al Eastern.
budget message has to go to
The $45 million would be
the printer," Glasser said.
transferred from universities'
"That is to say by Friday, we
accounts to the stale's generwill know exactly what the
al fund in this fiscal year,
dollar figure more or less is
which ends June 30. The
that the governor will be recmoney would jfo to a $100
ommending for our second
million pot that Fletcher
cut for this current fiscal
Clans to use to reduce the
year."
lldget Rap for the 2005 fiscal
Glasser said it is important
year, which begins July 1.
to remember that Fletcher's
According to Glasser. the
budget is a work in progress
final figure might change
and the extent of these cuts
slightly, and the taking of
could change once he turns
restricted funds would occur
his recommendation over to
only this year, while the stale
—Joanne Glasser
the legislature.
funding cuts will continue
Eastern president
Still, university community
next year.
members remain uneasy.
After seeing they could not
With some university prespersuade the secretary of
idents, such as Gary Ransdell
education and the budget
of Western, already mentiondirector to postpone these to the governor for advising. ing the possibility of faculty
additional cuts to the follow
Glasser expects the presi- layoffs as a way to generate
ing fiscal year. Glasser said dents will hear more at the more money, university
the university presidents group's next meeting on employees across the state
argued for the option of let- Friday.
are concerned.
Jinn each of the institutions
For Eastern, the additional
Although Glasser said she
decide which |M>t of money — cuts could mean an additional will not ask students to
tile restricted or unrestricted $2.1 million would be cut if it absorb all of Eastern's finanfunds — the cuts should is taken from the unrestricted cial cuts, faculty layoffs are
come from.
funds or the cut could be as not something she is currentBefore the meeting the $24 high as $3.9 million, depend- ly considering.
million cut in general fund ing upon what formula the
"I'm not going to be runbudgets) was divided among CI'E and state mandates each ning around and threatening
the universities based on past university use.
layoffs because my first comfunding. Cowgill said he
"The
governor
has mitment is to the people," she
would take their request back informed us that we need to said.
From Page Al

I have said all
along that we
never want to
balance our
budget on the
backs of our
students.

yy

Glasser sees no way
around raising tuition, however.
"We are going to be facing
some serious budgetary challenges, there's no doubt about
it, not just in this fiscal year,
but hearing the projection of
the coming year they don't
expect the economy to turn
around that quickly." she said.
However, Rep. Ron Crimm,
R-Louisville, has filed a bill
that would prohibit universities from raising tuition once
a student starts school.
"While I regret imposing
any tuition increase, and
especially a midyear surcharge, the Crimm bill would
not allow the universities any
flexibility in dealing with
unexpected turns in the economy that result in budget
cuts, and would ultimately
hurt the students it's suppose
to serve," Glasser said.
Glasser said Eastern will
continue to look to raise revenues from all sources on and
off campus and not just rely
on tuition increases to supplement state appropriations.
"I have said all along that
we never want to balance our
budget on the backs of our
students," she said.
Reach Cassondra al
cassondra_kirby8@eku. edu

From Page Al
ing telephone calls to women."
according to the complaint.
Francis was a student during
the 1998 fall semester.
If convicted, he could face up
to 20 years in prison and a
$250.(XX)fine.
Francis was convicted and
sentenced to 22 months in federal prison. He was released in Jury
2001. and in November 2001 he
"admitted to his supervision officer that during the previous
month, he made sexually threatening telephone calls to young
women." As a result, he was sentenced to finish his remaining

prison term.

He was then referred to the
Sexual Offender Treatment
Program at the Federal
Correctional Institution in
Butner, N.C. 'Hie complaint further says that he was expelled
from that program in April 2(X)3
and in September 2003 he was
released from federal custody.
"One of die last remarks in a
psychiatric treatment report for
sexual offenders on Sean R.
Francis' potential to reoffend was
that. Mr. Francis poses a very
high risk for nonviolent sexual
reoffense. and a very high risk
for engaging in sexually violent

behavior," the complaint states.
On Dec. 17, 2003 Francis was
arrested by the Federal Bureau
of Investigations Safe Streets
Task Force from Charleston, SC.
and stood trial before a federal
judge magistrate.
At present, Francis is being
held in the Charleston Detention
Center, in Charleston, SC. where
Magistrate Judge Robert S Carr
has ordered him to reside until
his pending trial in Kentucky,
according to the court docket for
the U.S District Court in South
Carolina.
According to Assistant
Director of Public Safety Wynn
Walker. Public Safety has a vast
means of handling those calls.
"We use various methods
through university systems and
phone companies and subpoenas
to trace phone calls," Walker
said.
He added that in this case
I\iblic Safety was doing their part
"We assisted in investigating
the crimes on campus, but it is a
federal investigation now,"
Walker said.
No date has been set for
Francis to be moved to Kentucky
to stand trial.
Reach Melissa at
melissa_engle@eku. edu

Students speak out
The Board of Regents approved a one-time surcharge for Eastern students at its
meeting last month. Instate graduates and undergraduates were charged $100, while
out-of-state graduates and undergraduates were charged $200.
Do you agree with the surcharge?

TRENT WITT

Brooke Shepherd/Progress
Kimberly Hickman a senior from Pikeville writes her tuition check.

SURCHARGE: Student

says charges should
come with more warning
From Page Al
additional surcharge for the
current year is not expected.
Some students, like Jenna
Morehart from Salem. N.H..
may disagree with the timing
of the surcharge that was
announced just before
semester break.
Morehart, a freshman
criminal justice major, says
Charges should come with
more warning and no) midyear.
"It's not a good time." she
■aid. "They might as well
just raise it next year when the
tuition rate goes up."
However, (ilasser said
there is probably no good time
foi increasing student expenses
"Students were advised just
as soon as the decision was
made official by the Board,"

flpplebee's
Neighborhood Grill & Bar

Join the Applebee's
Team Today!
Wo offer a fun, exciting, lively
work environment, and an
excellent benefits package
We are looking for energetic,
soil motivated individuals who
want to have FUN!
Now accepting applications
for:
ALL KITCHEN POSITIONS!
Apply in person
2p.m.- 4p.m. Mon.-Sat.
at the following location:

853 Eastern By-Pase
Richmond, ICY
Wu loc* toward lo working with YOUI!
Also vl«H u» at: www.tandk.com

Hometown:
Danville
Major Public
relations
Year: Senior

"I think it goes up
every year regardless.
I've noticed that in
the past, so don't —
think it really matters.
They're going to do it
anyway.'

agree with it because
in every aspect of living
^ costs are rising from
groceries to utilities,
and in order for the
university to operate and to
maintain a high level of
excellence it costs money."

Hometown:
Jackson Co.
Major: History
Year: Senior

CASSIE
HENLE

"I can see the good and
*w \ a bad to adding it.
F* • Hopefully it will help
&**^ maybe boost the
campus and be a helpful
thing, but also I know it will
hurt some people because I
know they can't afford it."

don't really know that
much about it, but I
guess. I don't know."

ii

It's not a good
time. They
might as well
raise it next
year...

Hometown:

Hometown:
Little Rock. Ark.
Ma|or: Parks
and recreation
Year: Senior

Fort Wayne,
Ind.
Major: Parks
and recreation
: Junior

—Jenna Morehart
Eastern student

»
she said. "(The surcharge)
was a decision that I agonized
over, but in the final analysis
concluded that it was a necessity."
Reach Adam at
adam baker38rteku.edu

Do you agree with the surcharge? Did it have a big impact on
your financial situation this semester? Do you think there was another
solution to the budget problem? E-mail us at progress@eku.edu
and let us know what you think.
Have a good
semester from
The Progress.
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Who's That?

Roger Lee Osborne, editor
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Moore makes people her business
Sandra
Moore,
special assistant
for the provost for
university diversity.
takes time out of
her busy schedule
to talk about her
life in the "people
business."

BY ROOER LEE OSBOBNE

Sandra
Moore
« lhavo
alwaya wanted
to bo In a position whoro I
worked with
people and In a
pomitlon whoro
I am able to
0vo to thoao I
—•*)>

DM you know:
Moor* is the
y«Mg»«t of 10
■
Moore's
•on Steven Is
an Eastern
works In ffacllltlaa services on
Moore has
boon married
Tan Moore.
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Who's That? editor

Sandra Moore cannot imagine doing anything outside the
"people business." Moore, an
employee of Eastern for 16
years, acts as special assistant to
the provost for university diversity.
"I have always wanted to be
in a position where I worked
with people and in a position
where I am able to give to those
I am around," said Moore.
Moore's resume reflects her
natural ability to work with people. Her career began during
her freshman year at Berea
College when she held the position of assistant director of resident affairs.
"The whole time I was at
Berea College I was in the division of student affairs or student
personnel," Moore said.
Although Moore is sure of
what she is doing now, that was
not always the case. During her
junior year of college, Moore
changed majors from nursing to
education.
"The hospital environment
was not for me, and therefore,
when it came to changing to the
teaching field, it just seemed to
be the best and most natural
choice," Moore said. "For me
this was from the prospective
that you are able to work with
students and help them along
the way."
After graduation Moore was
able to turn her people skills
into a full time job at Berea.
During this time, she also
attended Eastern to get her
master's degree.
"Immediately it was about
my work experience," Moore
said.
When Moore started at
Eastern in 1988, she took on the
position of director of minority

Nathan Gray/Progress

affairs, then moved on to director of multicultural affairs and,
after that, interim dean for student development.
"Really I see all my other
positions serving as a training
ground."
"< hice again, it is about people," said Moore. "It's about
providing opportunity for people from different walks of life
to learn how to work together
and be supportive of one another."
For many people, role models have played a big part in
their lives. Moore calls her parents her first role models.
"My parents taught that as
long as you make an honest
day's living and can hold your

head up high ;it the end <>f day,

that is all that matters." Moore
said.
"My mom was the biggest
believer in taking what you

,r" rv

See (Mtcc&'s ft©***
in £h@ Fountain
Food Cozo?£
Monday - Friday 10:30am - 9pm

have and making what you
want out of it"
Moore recalls being escorted to school by her older brothers and often being driven by
her parents. Later she learned
her first year in school was also
the first year for school integration.
"Even though I never
marched in Selma, Alabama or
those types of things, I do
remember
marching
in
Williamson, West Virginia, for
equality and civil rights at a
very young age," said Moore. "I
didn't quite put it all together
until I was older."
Moore calls many mentors
and colleagues role models, as
well as friends.
"I would say that Joanne
(ilasser serves as a role model.
as well, especially when it
comes to the diversity initiatives and the commitment,"

Moore said.
Those who enjoy working
with peopk- became a recurring
theme in her description of
those who have acted as role
models in her life.
"I consider those who are
role models as people who not
only take care of business, but
also people with the priority of
working for and taking care of
others," Moore said.
Moore has always enjoyed
the education process and
remembers always being a
good student. The learning
process for Moore is continuing
as she expects to earn her doctorate within the next year.
"I have found that I want to
give more, and I want the flexibility to do more. The only way
that you can really make'a difference is if you continue to
advance." Moore said.
With high hopes of being

vice president or president of a
university. Moore sets her standard (or how she will deal with
people in a higher education
setting.
"No matter how far 1
advance, I still want to be in
touch with the students."
Moore said.
"I don't know if that will be
at a large state institution or at a
small private college."
Moore looks at the universi
ty as a double-sided learning
experience and compares it to
the question. "Which came first
the chicken or the egg?"
"It's not like without the university students wouldn't be
here. No. without 111*- Students
we would have no university,"
Moore said.
Reach Roger Ise at
rogerjisborne2ueku.edu
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No Experience Necessary.
Officials will be trained in mechanics, positioning and rales.
Begmnmg off icials will make $7 game/hour.
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Perspective

Cassondra Kirby, editor
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► News Quiz

12 A K

OK, boys and girls. It's time to
test your knowledge of what's
going on at Eastern. If you
don't know the answers, don't
worry. Just go to
www.easternprogress.com and you
can cheat.
In-state students will
pay how much for the
mid-year surcharge?

Surprise
surcharge
targets
students

$
a) $100
b) $50 with a special coupon
c) Only commuters have to pay
What Is the 'red
sheet?"

There's a lot you can do with $100.
You can join a gym to keep up with
your New Year's resolution, get a
tattoo, get a couple piercings or treat
yourself to Taco Bell about 20 times.
These are all things you could also do
without, but when you have your heart
set on tbose chili cheese burritos, $100
may feel like much more.
The university might have prevented
a few tattoos this semester when they
added a one-time, flat $100 surcharge for
in-state students, and even more gym
memberships for out-of-state students
with a raise of $200.
As one of Kentucky's least expensive
universities, students may not have a
right to complain about a $100-200
increase for a single semester. What students do have a right to complain about
is the notification of the surcharge.
Students were mailed letters explaining the surcharge the Thursday before
final exams began. A warning could
have been given to students long before
the Board of Regents unanimously vdted
for the fee.
Leaders of our community who were
part of the Board's decision, like
President Joanne Glasser and Student
Regent Kristina O'Brien, were aware of
the impending fee, yet tbey did not warn
students.
As university president and student
government president, they had the
power to communicate to the university
why the surcharge was needed and what
it will do for the university, but they did
not; they remained tight-lipped.
By not alerting the student body of a
possible increase, the university loses
the trust of students as it appears the
Board of Regents and other university

a) Eastern's special terror threat
system
b) A new movie starring
President Glasser
c) A system for dealing with
disruptive students in the
classroom
A transformer
malfunctioned in what
residence hall?
a) Palmer Hall
b) Burnam Hall
c) What's a transformer?

Nathan Gray/Progress
Nathan Bullock/Progress

organizations keep secrets from students.
Notice of the surcharge was only sent
out after the semester's final edition of
The Progress, the only weekly means of
weekly printed communication for the
entire campus, was printed and distributed, creating more doubts and less
trust.

In the future, The Progress hopes
university administration will use the
paper as a way of communication with
the campus as well as a forum to allow
students, faculty and staff to express
their opinions and positions openly.
Reach The Progress at
progressfieku. edu

What are these guys
doing?
a) Forming a pyramid at
cheerleading practice
b) Playing a rough game of
sharades
c) Going for the ball at a recent
basketball game

► Campus Comments, by Cindy Held
It's hard to resist making a resolution when the clock strikes midnight New Year's Eve. The Progress asked students their 2004 goals.

To have a better
year. We had a lot
of car wrecks in the
family last year.
Hometown:
Wilmington.
N.C
Major: Special
Education
Yaar: Junior

Robertson Co.
Major Forensic
Science
Sophomore

To break age
barriers and get
along with
everyone since I'm
non-traditional and
living on campus.

I was asleep during
New Year's.

Hometown:
Danville
Major Music
Performance
Year: Freshman

► How to roach us
To place an ad
Display
Ashley Prichard. 622-1881

Adam Baker, 622-1872
Accent
Tracy Haney. 622-1882
AroundtAbout
Megan Hansen, 622-1882
What'* on Tap
Unda Poltock. 622-1882
Sports
Todd Purvis, 622-1872
Tho Studio
Katie Weitkamp, 622-1572

ClaMltled/Subtcriptions
Kym Fox, 622-1881

To suggest a photo or
order a reprint
Brooke Shepherd, 622-1578

To subscribe
Subscriptions are available by
mail at a cost of $1 per issue;
$20 per semester;or $38 per
year payable in advance.

Hometown:
Portland. Ore.
Major: Graphic
Design
Year:
Sophomore

=-*'•
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The Eastern

Phona: (859) 622-1881 | E-Mail: progressOeku.edu | Fax: (859) 622-2354

To report a story or

To stick to my
vegetarian
choice.

My turn & letters policy
The Progress welcomes submissions for My Turn
columns by Eastern's students, staff, faculty or anyone in the
community interested in voicing an opinion.
My Turn columns should relate to a current topic on campus or in the community and not be longer than 1,000 words.
Authors can bring their columns to The Progress office at
117 Donovan Annex by noon the Monday before publication.
Usually the author's photograph is included with the column.
Columns may be saved on disk as RTF or text-onry files.
Columns and letters to the editor may also be e-mailed to
The Progress at progress@eku.edu or faxed to the office at
(859) 622-2354.
The Progress does not print anonymous columns or letters. Please include a phone number and address for verification purposes only, not for publication.
The editor of The Progress reserves the right to edit
columns and letters for length.

■Maoaaaofl*^

Progress

^^wvmeast ernprogress.com

117'Donovan Annex. Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond. Ky. 40475

Cassondra Kirby
Editor

Katie Weitkamp
Managing Editor

Nathan Bullock
Staff artist
The Eastern Progreu (ISSN 1081-8324) is a member of the Associated
Collegiate Press. Kentucky Intercollegiate Press Association and College
Newspaper Business & Advertising Managers. Inc. The Progress is published every Thursday dunng the school year, with the exception of vacation
and examination periods. Any false or misleading advertising should be
reported to Adviser/General Manager. Jen AlmjekJ at (859) 622-1143.
Opinions expressed herein are those of student editors or other signed
writers and do not necessanly represent the views of the university. Student
editors also decide the news and informational content.
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► letters to the editor

Student Eastern has coal problem
*7Jits letter was addressed to
President Joanne Glasser and
submitedfor publication.

Editors ask community
to take a stand, speak up
a
Welcome back.
We here at

CASSONDRA
KlRBY
The Editor *
Turn
Cassondra is a
junior
journalism major
form Knott
County. She is
the editor of The
Progress.

KATIE
WEITKAMP

My Turn
Katie is a senior
journalism major
from Ft.
Thomas. She is
the managing
editor of The
Progress.

We hope
Eastern
students will
not take this
sort of action
from Frankfort
without a fight.

Progress hope you
had a wonderful and
safe break. After
about three weeks of
relaxation,
we're
back and on top of
things, namely the
budget crisis.
As you will notice
in this edition, we
investigated the $100
surcharge and how
you felt about it.
Last week the
Fletcher administration predicted additional cuts to education, which
means more money from us on top
of the one time surcharge.
This could create other repercussions such as fewer faculty members and larger class sizes.
President Joanne Glasser has
already predicted a sizable increase
in tuition for next year.
We hope Eastern students will
not take this sort of action from
Frankfort without a fight.
We encourage students to write
letters to the editor with your concerns, but also, we hope you will
communicate with Fletcher and his
administration. Nothing will get better if we don't work together to
make our concerns known and push
for changes.
But the problem affects more
than students.
Western Kentucky University's

~99

president,
Gary
Ransdell, already said
the school will be
forced to look at laying off faculty.
Perhaps professors
will allow students to
go to the rally on Feb.
5 in Frankfort to
voice their opinion
and urge legislators
to shield higher education from budget
cuts
by
giving
excused absences for
that day.
Even better, perhaps professors will
attend the rally along-

side students.
We would also like to applaud the
Student Government Association
for providing transportation to the
rally.
For more information about this
call SGA at 622-1724.
We will keep doing our part to
keep you updated on the budget crisis and hope for better news soon,
however, university leaders across
the state say the situation will probably get worse before it gets better.
Good or bad, we're part of the
Eastern community and will face
the situation and whatever lies
ahead with you.
We will also keep you informed
on how to voice your opinion to the
state through rallies, budget forums
and letter writing campaigns.
Feel free to write to us with your
ideas and positions on the issue.

Got a news tip?
Call Adam Baker at 622-1872

My fiance and I contacted
you in October with our concerns about the university
burning coal and the harmful
effects of the emissions on us,
as well as the entire student,
faculty, staff, and Richmond
community. We received your
generic letter assuring us that
you follow the loose guidelines
of the EPA. Needless to say,
that doesn't reassure me of
anything.
Being that, in your letter to
us, you stated that you "are
environmentally aware and are
committed to an efficient utilization of our energy
resources." I would appreciate
it if you would read the following from Cheryl Seal Reports:
Clear Lies - The Dirty, Deadly
Truth About The Clear Skies
Initiative by Cheryl Seal:
"Although 56 percent all
U.S. power plants use coal,
these coal-fired plants belch
out most of the pollutants emitted by the entire electric industry: over 93 percent of nitrogen
oxides, 96 percent of sulfur
dioxide, at least 88 percent of
C02, and 99 percent of mercury emissions, (stats from
EPA, National Academy of
Sciences
and
Natural
Resources Defense Council
stats). At least 40 states now
issue regular mercury fish
advisories-almost entirely due
to coal-fired power plants.
An estimated 30,000 people
die from the effects of pollution
from coal-fired power plants

each year, more than who are
killed by drunk drivers or
through homicides. Coal-fired
power plants are the single
largest point source contributor to the nation's rising asthma epidemic — a health care
crisis that currently costs the
nation $12.7 billion per year.
Epidemiological studies
show that coal-fired plants trigger at least 603.000 asthma
attacks each year. A multi-university study published in 2002
links elevated levels of particulate air pollution to a 4-8%
increase in the death rate, and
calls it an important environmental risk factor for cardiopulmonary and lung cancer mortality.
Air pollution from the 167
power plants in the southeastern US alone is estimated to
cost that region over $20 billion
in morbidity and mortality
costs annually Particulate matter, tiny particles emitted from
coal-fired power plants, kill an
estimated 11,000 residents of
the southeast annually.
Nine of the 20 states with
the highest mortality rates
caused by particulate matter
are. in fact, in the southeast.
More than 33 million people in
the southeast live in counties
with unhealthy, smoggy air,
while 8 million are much of it
due to coal-fired power plants.
Two major long-term epidemiological studies of the
health impact of air pollution in
the United States involving collectively
over
500,000
Americans tracked for 10-14
years revealed a substantially
higher death rate among peo-

ple chronically exposed to dirty
air. The Harvard Six Cities
Study, which compared death
rates in U.S. cities with widely
varying pollution levels, shows
that in cities with the filthiest
air, mortality rates are 17-26%
higher than in cities with the
cleanest air. A 1995 American
Cancer Society study of 151
cities showed a clear relationship between fine particle air
pollution (soot) and premature
death by cardio-pulmonary and
other causes in a study."
Is it that you deny the harmful effects, that affordable alternatives do exist, or is the reason I breathe the coal stack
emissions due to free coal or
contributions from the coal
industry?
These questions are of great
interest to me as a student of
Eastern and a resident of
Richmond. Every time I drive
to downtown Richmond, I see
the soot pumping out of the
stack in the skyline.
Every time I run around the
city or campus for exercise, I
worry if I will develop a lung
condition. Furthermore, I
would have to think that the
residents of the nearby dorms
worry because their dorm
rooms and cars are covered
with black dust
Please address thus issue in
a more responsive and complete manner, and please work
your hardest to rid Richmond
and Eastern of this awful,
ancient technology that is
plaguing the health of us «l.
Gregory Burnett;'
Graduate Student

Progress should respect privacy, student says
I am a concerned reader of
The Progress. In the police
beat of the Dec. 14, 2003 issue,
I noticed a friend of mine who
was arrested and charged with
alcohol intoxication.
I am concerned because I
strongly feel that the publication of an individual and his or
her actions are an invasion of
their privacy, and no one else

needs to know but the
person (s) who did wrong, since
I heard a speech on the very
subject in an English class.
I understand the records
that the police must keep on
such an individual or individuals, and though I feel that it in
itself is wrong, it's beside the
point. 1 would strongly suggest
a change of an individual's

name if published, to notify the
individual of plans to use his or
her name in "Police Beats" or
disconcern "Police Beats" all
together, because words and
rumors could fly from the article and give the individual(s) a
bad name.
Jason Peay,
Student

rrr^-Tim^mn^mrm*****

Shop UBS!
Low Prices

Enjoy your dinner
smoke free around our

FIREPLACE
BE WISE!
Earn Money and Real Experience
Apply for the following positions NOW!

MorcUsedT.

You can be selected for multiple positions.

Positions available SI MM IK 2<>04

Front Door Parking
Faster Service
Extended Hours

University Book &. Supply
1090 Lancaster Road
Richmond, KY 40475
(859) 624-0220

Orientation Leader - Serve as a student mentor and
guide for first year students, transfer students and
parents during orientation sessions. Salary is $850. Free
housing provided on campus. Applicants may not be
enrolled in summer school.
New Student Days Leader - Serve as a personal
mentor for new students during New Student Days.
Salary is $300.

To apply for any of the positions above
Stop by Student Service Building #310
or go online to
w ww.fi rstyear.eku.edu\orientationleader
For questions, please call 622-1682

Applications will be accepted from
December I. 2003 thru January 26, 2004.
Interviews will scheduled during
the week of January 26,2004

and the week of February 2, 2004.
Co-op Credit may be available for all
First Year Program jobs!
Check with your academic department for details.

T
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And the line goes on

Students scramble
for text books
PROGRESS STAFF REPORT

The beginninR of the semester means long
lines just about everywhere on campus. The
bookstore is no exception, especially when every
student on campus is required to buy textbooks.
Students at the university bookstore lined up
down the middle of the aisles stretching to the
back of the store, curving around the walls and,
at times, outside the store. This is the busiest
time for the bookstore as students are getting
ready for new classes.
l-ast semester a shortage of several books lasted months into the semester. This semester, however, the bookstore said they have worked hard to
estimate the number of students and have all
needed textbooks available at the beginning of
the semester.

Pictures were taken by Nathan Gray Tuesday
evening in the campus bookstore.

Reach The Progress at
progress@eku. edu
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Half.com

Retail

Average
price

Average
price

$

$

43/ 22

76/ 5&

Natural selection.
How smart is this: All the textbooks you
For ■ limited time, first-time buyers

Save an additional s5
on purchases of *50 or more.'
Simply use this code:

EASTERNKY2004

need for up to 50% off retail prices. New or
used, all you have to do is go to half.com

hQlf.conr

and type in the book titles, or ISBN numbers.
Then let nature take its course.

Copyright 2003 2004 Halt.com Mart com thr Hall com logo. eBay and rh« '-Bay logo *rr trademarks of afUy Inc All nghts reserved 'Average Retail Pre* ol a

NHW

Same textbooks.
Smarter prices.
textbook based on data 'torn Forte n Corp lai reported by The Associated Press in January 20031 Average

rWuR "tic* of a Used Textbook beted on data from Monument information Resources. Average) Half com Price for New and Used TexTboohs bawd on an August September 2003 analyse ot ovar WO 000 books sold on Half.com. Quantities, pricing and eveitetetity are not
guaranteed and wfll vary riua 10 Supply and demand Coupon is for first bme buyers only Limited time offer; •■dudes shipping and handling, off*' subject to change] or termination without prior notice
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1) MY LITTLE PONIES
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the past
today 's latest trend
BY TRACY HANEY
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Ahh ... the "80s. Many college students were born in them, and today's trend
is pushing to repeat the era of Molly Ringwald fashion and big hair bands.
There is no denying it. From Care Bear clothing to Strawberry Shortcake
shoelaces, the '80s are definitely in — but for how long?
Manager of Deb in the Richmond Mall, Tina Sowers, says not very.
Sowers said the store is receiving a lot of '80s inspired apparel and acces-j
sories like plastic jewelry, mesh shirts and suits resembling the style of, yes.
i Mr. David Bowie.
"We keep seeing more and more of it in our shipments," Sowers
said. j\ lot of people are saying it reminds them of things they used to
wear."
However. Sowers noted this isn't the first time she has seen
history repeat itself. She said she has seen a lot of '50s
clothing filling the racks of Deb. and the 70s hip hug^ger and flare pants have managed to stay popular.^
But Sowers doubts this new '80s fad will
play a big part in fashion for long.
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Some hoped the '80s
would never be relived
at all. Sociology professor
Paul Paolucci described the '80s
as "a very superficial era. Looking
back at the period, the '80s were
' only something to make fun of"
Paolucci said he thinks people of this
generation are copying the '80s because
they don't have anything identifiable
about their own. Also, it is common for
every generation to look back a decade or
Ftwo for some reason — either in remembrance,
or, in the '80s' case, for laughs.
"(The '80s) have everything you need to be
nostalgic about it in a commercial sense,"
Paolucci said. "It's identifiable."
According to Paolucci, the '80s were also a
time of political division.
"People either loved or hated Reagan."
Paolucci said. "Conservatives consider the '80s
the golden years, (but) the '80s were kind of a
punch across the jaw of liberals."
While politics were dividing, the entertainment industry was uniting in a dramatic
^way during the'80s with a very powerful new
tool: MTV. According to Paolucci, the
music scene was extremely commercial,
and there was an urge to mass market
musicians' images.
"Maybe besides disco, the
'80s are the worst thing that
^happened to rock V roll."
Photo Illustrations by
oluccisakl.
Brooke Shepherd/Progress
But not all enter. tainment of the

'80s was badT
According to Doug
Rogers, communication"
professor, the '80s are a
time "invaluable to its insight on^
youth culture."
Rogers said '80s teen movies like'
"The Breakfast Club" and "Sixteen
Candles" really made the decade stand
out in film history.
"It was a good time period to explore
what a youth culture would value," Rogers
said. "As long as anyone has any nostalgia
about being young, these films will be
viewed."
And while the special effects aren't what
they are today, "by no means were movies
technologically primitive." Rogers said.
"I have a feeling today that if you take the |
special effects out, you don't have a film,"
Rogers said. "But if you look at "A Nightmare J
on Elm Street"... there's a story."
So in 20 years wiD teens be reliving the,
trends of 2004? Will multipk' piercings and
body-covering tattoos be all the rage? Willj
teens sh around watching "The Matrix"
and "American Pie" wondering what it ^
was like to be a teen-ager at the turn
of the century? I guess wel just have^
to wait to find out
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Reach Tracy at
fracy_haney5@eku. edu

3) "SIXTEEN CANDLES," "REVENGE OF THE NERDS," "BACHELOR
PARTY," "SPLASH," "FOOTLOOSE," "A NIGHTMARE ON ELM STREET"

WhafsonTap
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TODAY

PICK

5:30 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

The men's basketball team will
play Austin Peay at Paul
McBrayer Arena.

FRIDAY

Panhellenic sorority informal
recruitment begins today and
continues until Friday morning.

Sororities rush into new year
to LMM POLLOCK
What's on Tap editor

10 p.m.

Kastern's ice hockey dub will
play University of Louisville in
I Mills VI I],'

SATURDAY
5:30 p.m.
The women's basketball team
will play Tennessee Tech at Paul
McBrayer Arena.
7:30 p.m.

The men's basketball team will
play Tennessee Tech at Paul
McBrayer Arena.
11:55 p.m.

Eastern's ice hockey club will
play University of I-ouisville at
U-xington Ice Center.

MONDAY
University offices will be closed
for Martin loither King Day.

Any female students
interested in finding out
first-hand what a sorority is
like can go through spring
rush Jan. 20-23. Eastern's
Panhellenic Council will
host their spring informal
recruitment next week. All
eleven sororities at Eastern
will host events for spring
rush.
"Our chapters don't have
to participate in spring
rush, but it's to their benefit. The only way they are
not involved is if they hit
their total at 70 girls," said
Kacie McAfee, Panhellenic
president.
"At Eastern, spring
recruitment is very important Since we lose girls frequently and our chapters
aren't as big, we have
spring recruitment. When
we lose two members out of
70, it's more of a difference
than out of a sorority of 200
members
at
bigger
schools."
Last year 110 women
came out for spring recruitment. McAfee said on aver-

Big HUT Avenue Christian
129 Big Hill Ave.
Phone: 859-623-1592 (office)
Phone: X59-623-660O (answering
machine)
Sunday School: 9.45 a.m.
Sunday Worship; 10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship: 6 p.m.
On Wednesday. Christian Students
Scrv ing Christ meets at 7 p.m.
Call the office at one of the number* listed above for transportation
to meetings
t hurrh af Christ
461 Tobiano (in Brooklinc Sub. off
(«>ggiiis I JIIC
West side 1-75)
Sunday: fcJOam. 10:20 a.m.. 6
p.m.
College Hihlc Study:
Wednesdays. 7 p.m.
Ride:h24-22l8or9K5-l924
Episcopal < barch af Oar Saviaar
2323 Lexington Rd. (U.S. 25 N.)
Phonc:X59-«23-l226
Sunday Worship: 8:30 a.m. and 11
a.m.
Adult Education: 9:30 a.m.

11 rsi AMnnce Charch
1405 Barnes Mill Rd
Phone: 859-624-9878
Sunday School: 9-30 a.m.
Sunday Worship: 8:27 a.m.. 10:45
a.m. A 6:30 pm.

First Baptist Charch
350 W. Main at Lancaster Ave.
Phone: 859-623-4028
Sunday School: 9:40 a.m.
Sunday Worship: 8:30 a.m.. 11 a.m.
A 6 p.m.
Wednesday Worship: 6:15 p.m.
S U.B.S.- 7:30 p.m. at BSU Center.
Supper and Bible Study
First Christian Charch
Main and Lancaster St.
Phone: 859-623-4383
Early Worship 8:40 a-m.
Church School 9:40 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:40 a.m.
FKI Christian Connection
(for all students)
Tuesday 9 p.m.
First Hailed Methodist Charch
401 W. Main at l-ancaster Ave
Phone: 859-623-3580
Sunday morning worship services:
Traditional service: 8:30a.m.
Blended services: 10:45 a.m.
Sunday school: 9:35 a.m
First Presbyterian Charch
(PCUSA)
330 W. Main St.

Phone: 859-623-5323
Sunday School: 9-45 a.m.
Sunday Worship: 11 a.m.
Weekly Bible Study: Monday. 10
a.m.. in the Church Parlor
Family Night Supper: (weekly and
free!) Wednesday. 6 p.m.. in the
Fellowship Hall
Kichmand First Charch sf the
Naxarcae

136 Aspen Ave.
Phone: 859-623-5510
Sunday School' 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship: 10:40 a.m.
Sunday evening: 6 p.m.
Wednesday: 7 p.m. — Bible Study.
Youth. College A Career. Children s
Programs

Wednesday Night Prayer and cell

groups: 7-00 p.m.
College age fellowship activities.
Eall and Spring Retreat
For free transportation to Sunday
services, call 859-624-9878.
r irsi Baptist < March
Caraer «f Francis * Caaaas
Street
VJO Francis Si.
Robert R. Blythe. Pastor

Phone: 859-624-2045
Sunday School. 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship: 11 am
Wednesday Bible Study: 7 p.m.
(classes for all ages).
1st Friday Prayer Circle: noon
(1st Friday of each month).

Mi

Kkhnsand Cbarrb at Christ
713 W. Main St.

Services: Sunday Bible School 9
a.m.: Sunday worship 10 am
Sunday evening 6 p.m.
Wednesday Bible School 7 p.m.

8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Intramural basketball team
signups are in Begley Building
Room 202. It is first come first
serve.
Sign-ups continue
through Jan. 22.
2 p.m. - 4 p.m.
An Intramural basketball officials clinic will be held in
Begley Building Room 156
today through Thursday. No
experience necessary. Officials
will be trained in rules,
mechanics and positioning.
Beginning pay is S7/hour.

WEDNESDAY
3:30 p.m. - 4:45 p.m.
Dr. Gregg Barak, an Eastern distinguished visiting professor, will
be in Stratton 434. He will discuss his topic,
"Mediated
Violence."

Progress File Photo
Members of several sororities compete in the Lambda Chi Annual Watermelon Bust. This is
just one of the activities social sororities are involved in each year.

age 125 students go through
rush.
According to Jey Marks,
assistant director of Student
Involvement and Leadership,
spring recruitment is different from fall rush for several
reasons.
In the spring, the women
may choose whatever parties
they wish to attend. If a student has heard about one

CHURCH DIRECTORY
Mm.d.m lift Ministries
1705 Ervine Rd
(classes for all ages A
nurseries available)
Phone 859-625-5366
Sunday school: 10 a.m.
Sun Morning Worship; 11 a.m.
Sun. Evening Worship: 6 p.m.
Wednesday evening: 7 p.m.
Radio Services: Weekdays at 1:30
p.m. onWCBR 1110 AM
Van rides available on or oft campus. (Contact church A leave message.)

Linda Pollock, editor

TUESDAY

PROGRESS

The women's basketball team
will play Austin Peay at Paul
McBraycr Arena.

Have a campus event or
activity? Contact Linda
Pollock at 622-1872
or by email at
progress@eku.edu.

Prayer Meeting A Bible Study
6:30 p.m
Preschool/Children •/Youth
Activities 6:30 p.m.
SI. Stephen Catholic Newman
Ceater
405 University Dr.

Phone: 859-623-9400
Sunday Mass: 5 p.m.
Sunday Supper: 6 p.m. (S1.00)
Newman Night for all students:
Wed. 9 p.m.

sorority, she can choose to
go to only that party and
make up her mind.
"I think a sorority is something to get into as soon as
possible. I didn't go through
fall rush, but now I wish I
had gotten involved sooner,"
McAfee said. "Freshmen
have now seen the chapters
through the semester and
had a chance to see where

they may or may not fit in.
Then they can go to
whichever parties they
choose."
The sororities that
women may consider
include. Alpha Delta Pi,
Alpha Gamma Delta, Alpha
Omicron Pi, Chi Omega,
Delta Zeta. Kappa Delta
Theta. Kappa Delta and Pi
Beta Phi.

7:30 p.m.
Mania Pierce will present on
the topic, "Inhale Deeply - Are
You Dead Yet? A Discussion of
Biological Warfare" as part of
the Chautauqua Lecture Series
in the O'Donnell Hall in the
Student Services Building.

UPCOMING
The Interfraternity Council's
Fraternity Recruitment Week
will be Jan. 26-30.

SUBSCRIBE
TO OUR
EMAIL EDITION

St. I h<>mas l.atheraa Charch

1285 Barnes Mill Rd
Phone: 859-623-7254
Sunday Traditional Service. 8:30
ajn.

Sunday School; 9:45 a.m.
Sunday Contemporary Worship: 11

Trinity Church PCA
3l5SpanglerDr.
(behind Pizza hul off the by-pass)
Richmond. Ky. 40475
Worship at 9:50 a.m.
Sunday School at 11:10 a.m.
Pastor Curt Gardner
Phone: 859-624-8910
Wcbpagc:wildoaUucx»m'uscrsytnnn>

hfj-W
at%

Initariaa-l niversalisl Fellowship
a liberal, ethically based religion
which encourages the individual
pursuit of
religious truth outside the confines
of a particular doctrine. Adult service, youth program, and preschool
care: Sunday: 10:45 am. at 209
Si.Gcorgc Street. For more information log on lo our websile:
www.gcocitics.conv madisoncountyuu, or call 622-1901 or 623-8258.
Wcslsktc < Malta Charch
End of Bcnnington Cl. (across from

Arlington)
Mailing address: 1432 I airlan, Dr.
Phone: 859623-0382
Sunday School: 9:45 a.m.
Sunday Worship: 10:45 a.m. A 6
p.m.
Wednesday Prayer & Bible Study:
7 p.m.
Traasportalion available

Colonels For Christ 9 p.m.
Thursday

Powell Building
Phone: 623-8535
Real Haase Baptist Cbarcfe
2301 Red House Rd.
Adam Dooley, Pastor
Phone: 859-623-8471
College A Career Bible Study
9:30 am.
Sunday Worship: 10:45 am A 6
p.m

m

NOW MORE USEFUL
THAN MILK CRATES!

Around&About

Megan Hansen, editor
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Stepping forward...
Looking back
Campus remembers King,
celebrates his dream
Bv MEGAN HANSEN
Around & about editor

"I have a dream thai
one day this nation will rise
up and live out the true
meaning of its creed: We hold
these truths to be self-evident:
that all men are created
equal."
-Martin I.ulhcr King Jr.
Thirty-six years ago on
April 4. a sniper outside the
Motel Lorraine in Memphis
killed Martin lather King Jr.
The death of King shocked
the world.
King was a key player in
the Montgomery bus boycotts
and in the civil rights movement.
Since his death nearly 36
years ago. King has been
remembered for his work to
obtain equal civil rights for all.
On the third Monday in
January people across the
country join together to celebrate the life of King and the
dreams he had for the United
States.

"Martin Luther King Jr.
lived and died for peace
between races, " said Zenetta
Coleman, director of multicultural student affairs. "He
was always fighting for the
underdog."
To remember the life and
dreams of King, Eastern will
be having a celebration in
the Kennamer Room of the
Powell Building, Thursday
from 11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m. "A
Meal Fit for a King!
Remembering Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr.: the Man, the
Vision and the Dream" is
sponsored by Eastern's
office of multicultural student affairs.
"EKU students will be
reading several of his works
at the celebration," Coleman
said. "There will also be a
photo gallery, a timeline of
his life and the civil rights
movement and President
Glasser will be speaking."
During the celebration a
light lunch will be served.
Coleman encourages everyone to come out to celebrate

King's life, and if they need to
leave to go to class she said,
students should feel free to
do so.
"Martin I.uther King was a
good American whose message was one of peace and
understanding and was always
delivered with courage and
conviction," said Eastern
President, Joanne Glasser.
If you are unable to attend
the celebration on Thursday,
there will be a unity breakfast
and march in Lexington on
Monday. The unity breakfast
will begin at 7:30 a.m. at the
Lexington Center.
The march will begin
around 10 a.m. Any Eastern
students who are interested
in participating in the march
can meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
Lexington Center according
to Sandra Moore, special
assistant to the provost for
university diversity.
Participating in campus
events like the Martin I^ither
King Jr. celebration helps to
bring the campus together as
a whole.

P'ogtess tile photo
Students can remember the life, death and dreams ot Martin Luther King Jr at a celebration today in the
Kennamer Room of the Powell Building trom 11:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m. There will be a photo gallery timeline
ot King's lite and the civil right movement and readings of some ot King's works

"Eastern
Kentucky
University has among its
strategic planning ... several
goals that incorporate the
celebration of diversity and
its value to the university
community. I believe that
participation in such events

' Colonel &

by students, faculty and staff
will contribute to those goals
and enhance our sense of
community," Glasser said.
For more information
about today's celebration,
contact Coleman at 622-4373.
For information about the

Scrabble

Yahtoee-r

march on Mondav. contact
Moore at 622-6.r)87'

Reach Megan at
megan_hansrn4" rku.edu
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Interstate News & Tobacco
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Austin Peay State
University

Welcome Back!

Thursday, January 15th
Women's 5:30 pm / Men's 7:30 pm
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Come in and see us for
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Students Admitted FREE
With Valid Student ID
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a drink & a snack!

Tropical Twist
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Ladies
battle
tonight

Lady Colonels
down Murray in
closing seconds

Eastern hopes
to remain
perfect in OVC

BY JILL STINSON

Assistant sports editor

The women's basketball
learn won its second game in
a row on Saturday after they
went down to the wire with
Murray State.
Senior Alicia Binion drove
the lane and scored with
eight seconds remaining to
give the I.ady Colonels a 7574 win over the visiting Lady
Racers. The win improved
the Lady Colonels record to
67 on the year and 2-0 in the
OVC.
Kastern jumped out to an
early 7-0 lead before going on
a scoring drought as Murray
Slate took a 13-7 lead with 13
minutes to play in the first
half.
The I.ady Colonels fought
hack and tied the game at 21
bn an old-fashioned threepoint play by junior Pam
Garrett with 9:53 to go.
The Lady Racers continued to light it up from long
range. They nailed seven
three-pointers in the first half
and shot 43.6 percent to take
an eight-point edge at the
break. 43-35.
The I.ady Racers stretched
their lead to 10 points (45-35)
in the opening minutes of the
second half, but the Lady
Colonels wouldn't go away.
Eastern made a 10-5 run to
cut the lead to three (65-62)
with just more than five minutes left.
The Lady Racers pushed
its lead back to five (69-64) on
a pair of free throws, but
(iarrett answered with back
to back buckets to shave the
lead to one (69-68).
Kastern took its first lead
of the second half when
senior Katie Kelly sank a pair
of free throws to put the lady
Colonels on top 70-69 with
2:24 remaining.
The one-point lead would

«

Our defense
stepped up in
the second half
and that was
the difference.

BY JHJ. STWSON

Assistant sports editor

—Larry Joe Inman
Women's basketball coach

»
change hands four more
times in the final two minutes. Murray led 74-73 on a
put back with 25 seconds to
play.
Eastern took the ball the
length of the floor, and Binion
rose to the occasion. Binion's
jumper from the middle of
the paint with eight seconds
left put the Lady Colonels on
top. 75-74. The Lady Racers
had one more possession but
couldn't convert. The Lady
Colonels captured their second straight win in OVC play.
Along with her game-winning shot, Binion scored four
points and dished out a season-high four assists on the
night to go along with her
strong defensive effort in the
second half. She and Candis
Cook were responsible for
shutting down Murray State's
Brittany Park in the second
half.
Binion played the role of a
true senior leader when she
stepped up and knocked
down the game winner.
"It'll be something she can
always remember, and she'll
know she actually won a
game." Head Coach Larry
Inman said.
Garrett's play throughout

Nathan Gray/Progress
Junior forward Pam Garrett goes up tor a shot over freshman Fatai Hala'api'api in practice earlier this
week. Garrett scored a career high of 25 points and finished with nine rebounds in Saturday's win
over Murray State. The Lady Colonels return to action tonight against Austin Peay University.

the game kept the Lady
Colonels in the mix. and her
effort gave Eastern a huge
spark off of the bench.
Garrett dominated the paint
and finished with a career
high of 25 points and was just
one rebound shy of a doubledouble,
i^.
Kelly added 12/Joints and
five assists for/the Lady
Colonels. Her five assists
marked 450 for her career,
which puts her at fifth all-time

in Eastern history. Laura
Shelton put 11 points on the
board and dished out a sea
son-high five, assists.
Freshman.,.
Fatai
Hala'api'api added a careerhigh eight rebounds and
three blocked shots. Her
three blocks gave her 22 for
the year, the fifth-highest single-season total by a Lady
Colonel.
Eastern stepped up and
out-rebounded the Lady

Racers by a margin of 43-33,
but the highlight of the game
was the second half defense
of the Lady Colonels. The
Eastern defense held Murray
to just 10 field goals in the
second half.
"Our defense stepped up
in the second half and that
was the difference." Inman
said.
Reach Jill at
jill_stinson 7®eku. edu

Offense sells tickets, and
defense wins games. Every
coach has used this phrase at
some point during his or her
coaching tenure. However, seldom do players take heed to
this warning.
Women's basketball coach
Larry Inman said his team
must remember this before
they face the Lady Governor's
of Austin Peay on Friday.
"Our defense is going to be
challenged to the max," Inman
said.
After a big last-second win
over Murray State, the Lady
Colonels have another tough
conference game tonight when
they take on Austin Peay.
Kastern will host the Lady
Govs at 5:30 p.m. on F'riday
(Jan. 16) at McBrayer Arena.
The 8-5 I-ady Govs defeated
Southeast Missouri, 64-54, on
Thursday and topped Eastern
Illinois, 54-47, on Saturday.
Kera Bergeron is leading their
attack averaging 15.0 points
over the two-game span including going 8-for-14 from threepoint range. Gerlonda Hardin
is also a major contributor
averaging 13.5 points each
time out last week. Containing
these two players will be key
in an H)KU victory.
The I-ady Govs come, into
the game undefeated in OVC
play. They are always at the
top of the conference, and this
year is no different. Eastern
will be putting their flawless
2-0 conference record on the
line tonight.
Austin Peay has solid inside
play as well as a great perimeSee OVC, B5

Colonels set to bounce back against Austin Peay tonight
BY TOOO PURVIS

Sports editor

Nattian Gray/Progress
Sophomore guard Mart Witt goes up for a shot as senior center Tim
Volpenhein attempts to block it in practice earlier this week.

The Colonels hit the hardwood again tonight when
they play host to another
round of OVC action. In
tonight's game. Eastern will
take on the Governors of
Austin Peay University.
Austin Peay will take the
floor with a conference
record of 3-0 and an overall
record of 6-7.
"Austin Peay uses their
defense to win basketball
games, they are very aggressive and are a really physical
team," F^astern men's basketball coach Travis Ford said.
Coach Ford's Colonels
come into tonight's game
with a conference mark of 1-1
and an overall record of 6-7.

Last year the Colonels fell
to the Governors three times,
the last loss coming when
Austin Peay knocked Kastern
out of the OVC tournament
by a score of 83-30.
The (iovernors lead the
overall series between the
two teams by a record of 4f>
40.
"Austin Peay returns all
five of their starters, they are
an extremely balanced basketball team." F'ord said.
"Austin Peay and Morehead
are the two elite teams in our
league."
They will be led by the
play of senior forward Adrian
Henning. who averages 13.1
points and 6.9 rebounds per
game.
"Henning is a very good

player and he is extremely
versatile," Ford said. "He is
probably the most versatile
player in the league."
Also
leading
the
Governors will be junior
guard Anthony Davis, who
pours in 12.9 points and 4.2
boards per game, while
senior center Josh Lewis is
averages 9.5 points and 7.2
rebounds.
Leading the way for the
Colonels will be sophomore
guard Matt Witt, who averages 13.6 points and 5.4
assists per game. Senior forward Jon Bentley has an average of 11.3 points and 5^3
boards, while junior forward
Michael Haney is averaging
11.2 points and 6.3 rebounds
on the season.

"Everyone is looking forward to playing," Ford said.
The Colonels will be playing tonight's game without
the presence of freshman forward Mamadou Oiakhate,
who has a high ankle sprain.
Diakhate plays a key role in
the Colonels offense.
Tip-off for tonight's game
is scheduled for 7:30 p.m. at
Alumni Coliseum.
"We feel like we can compete with any team in our
conference, we know that we
have to over achieve to win,"
Ford said. "We're going to
have to rebound and execute
on offense in order to win."
Reach Todd at
todd_purvisl@eku.edu

New man behind the sports scenes
BY TOOO PURVIS

a special interest in EKU."
Simmons is a native of
Iiisl semester when former Manchester, Tenn. who grew
Eastern sports information up in the area and went on to
director Karl Park announced college at Middle Tennessee
that he would hang up the State University. Upon graduatreins after 34 years of service, ing from MTSU, Simmons got
he left the university with a the job as media relations
huge decision to make: Who director at Cumberland
would be the first new sports University in I.ebanon. Tenn.
information director in nearly After working at Cumberland
three and a half decades?
University for almost a year,
Although this was a big Simmons then went back to his
decision to make, the universi- alma matter, where he became
ty knew that Ryan Simmons the associate media relations
was the man for the job after director for five and a half
his interview.
years.
"We had heard about Ryan
Simmons grew up as a fan
several times before we hired of sports and has followed
him. We interviewed several them for nearly his entire life.
people before we did Ryan and
"I played sports in high
when we talked to him. we school but nothing major: I've
knew that he was the guy," just always had an interest in
said Kastern Athletics Director them. I've always kept up and
John Shafer. "Ryan really want- followed sports and had a passed the job and he knew the ing interest in them, but notharea, and we felt like replacing ing more than that," Simmons
'
a legend in Karl, that we need- said.
Although Simmons is a fan
ed someone special and he
seemed like someone that had of all sports, his first love has
Sports editor

MM

always been baseball.
"My favorite sport is baseball because it was what I grew
up loving, but every sport is
unique and interesting in their
own way," Simmons said.
One of the things Simmons
is looking forward to at
Eastern is getting a chance to
work with the "great group" of
people here on campus.
"The most rewarding thing
for me is getting the chance to
be around quality people and
other administrators and
coaches and the student athletes. It is always a lot of fun
for me to be around these
types of folks," Simmons said.
"I have been lucky to work
with good kids everywhere
that I have been-and that is certainly going to continue here at
F.astern."
While at Flastern, Simmons
plans to do a number of things
as the sports information director.
The main thing that I want
to try to do here is to support

the coaches that are in place
here. My job here is to try to
make the coaches jobs a little
bit easier, I'm going to try to
do things to help the teams
recruit, and do some things lo
help their program improve
and get their teams some coverage and all of these things
fold in together." Simmons
said.
Simmons knows that it isn't
going to be easy replacing
Park, but he is up for the challenge.
"Karl set the bar pretly
high, he kind of has the home
court advantage, too, because
he knows everyone to call, but
he and I are good friends, so I
know that if I have any questions, I can always call him up."
Simmons said. "It's not going
to be easy to replace a guy with
34 years of experience, but it is
going to be a fun challenge."
Reach Todd at
todd_purvisl§ tku, edu

flflflOBMlflft

Brooke Shepherd/Progress
New Sports Information Director Ryan Simmons gets out of the office
for a moment at Roy Kidd Stadium. Simmons took the role as the
new SID for Eastern athletics at the beginning of this year.
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Eastern falls
to Murray
late in game
BY

Tooo

PURVIS

Sports editor

I
After maintaining the lead
over the OVC's top team for virtually the whole game, the
Colonels fell short to the Racers
of Murray State by a final score
of 82-71. Eastern set the tempo
of the game early on, but was
outmanned inside by Racer forward Kelvin Brown, who had a
game high 23 points and nine
rebounds.
In addition to the solid performance by Brown, the
Colonels were hit with foul trouble throughout the game, which
played to be a key factor.
"Our overall performance
was not bad, we just have to finish the game out and get those
type wins," Eastern men's basketball coach Travis Ford said.
"We extended so much energy
early in the game and we didn't
leave a lot for late in the game
and they really over-powered us
the last five minutes of the
game.
Eastern jumped out to an JW)
lead in the first half forcing
Murray State to take a time out
with 17:43 left in the half. The
Colonel run was sparked by
sophomore guard Matt Witt,
who knocked down a jumper
from the corner and a threepoint goal from the top of the
key.
Following the Eastern scoring spurt, both teams traded
buckets over the next 12 minutes, leaving the Eastern lead at
31-22 with 5:46 left in the first
half.
After another Murray Stat"
time out, freshman forward
Julian Mascoll was able to pick
up a loose ball and take it coast
to coast for the one-handed
dunk, which pushed the Colonel
lead up to 33-24 at the 5:29 mark.
Murray responded with a 6-2
run of their own to finish off the
first half, narrowing the Eastern
margin to 39-34 at the break.
"The first half was pretty
series. Matt Witt came out of the
gate playing extremely well, he
made some tough shots but he
got in early foul trouble and didn't get to play too much after
that," Ford said.
The second half of play went
back and forth much like the
first until Eastern got a momentum swing when Witt dribbled

the ball down court on a fast
break and delivered an acrobatic
behind the back pass to Mascoll
for another sensational dunk.
Murray responded with five
unanswered points to tie the
game at 48 — its first tie since
tip-off — with 15:25 left in the
contest
Eastern then picked up the
intensity level and responded
with an 11-2 run just before
junior forward Michael Haney
picked up his fourth foul of the
game with 10:48 left in the
game.
The Racers then picked up
pace and took their first lead of
the game at 67-65, with 6:03 to
play in the game, forcing
Eastern to take a timeout.
Coming out of the timeout,
the Racers forced senior forward Jon Bentley to take a difficult shot from the top of the key
in an effort to beat the shot
clock. Bentley's shot was good,
but the officials waived off the
three-point goal because the
shot clock was not started at the

correct time.
From that point on, the
Racers never looked back.
Murray outscored the Colonels
by a margin of 15-6 in the final
five minutes of the game.
"We competed well. I liked
our defense in the first half, the
shots that they made were
tough shots." Ford said.
In addition to Brown's 23
points and nine rebounds, the
Racers were led by forward
Antione Whelchel. who poured
in 16 points. Also leading the
way for Murray was forward
Cuthbert Victor, who was one
rebound shy of a double-double
with nine points and nine
boards.
The Colonels were led by
Witt, who scored 21 points and
handed out six assists in the
contest
"Matt played well," Ford said.
Also leading the way for
Eastern was Bentley, who had
14 points and eight rebounds,
while Mascoll had 13 points,
four rebounds and four assists.
"Julian Mascoll played really
really well," Ford said.
"Fveryone came out and played
well for us."
Reach Todd at
todd_purvisl@eku.edu

Nathan Gray/Progress

Cats crush Colonels
Eastern senior guard Mike Scott tries to keep the ball away from University of Kentucky's Gerald Fitch and Erik Daniels. The
Colonels played Kentucky Dec. 23, where they lost by a score of 101-72. In this game junior forward Michael Haney had 17
points while senior forward Jon Bentley had 12 points on the night.

OVC: Eastern hosts APSU

Compiled by Todd Purvis

From Page B4
ter presence. They start three
guards, all of whom have been
putting double digits on the
board. This makes them hard
to defend. They are really consistent and play exceptional
defense according to Inman.
The Lady Colonels will
have to find more consistent
scoring and they won't be able
to give up as many points as
they did against Murray.
Most importantly, though,
they will have to bring 40 minutes of defensive pressure and
intensity.

Check Out

Reach Jill at
jill_stinson 7&eku. edu

• Large selection
of body jewelry
• New age gifts
• Stickers, smoking
accessories & more!

Wednesday nights at 7:30 p.m.
tune to channel 61 on campus

at 7:30 p.m.

According to Inman the
lady Colonels must do three
things to win: take care of the
ball, crash the boards and execute on offense.
If the lady Colonels want
to remain undefeated in conference play, they must come
to play. Beating the Lady
Govs won't be an easy task.
The lady Colonels must follow their team motto and
remember defense wins
games.

THE BOTANY BAY

Eastern's Talk Show
LIVE from Studio B
Can't catch It Wednesday? Don't
worry, you can tune in for the
repeats on Mondays and Fridays

► Sports Briefs

Porlei Plaza • Just oil 1-75 al exit 87
Behind Suzuki on Th» Bypass
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Take a Kid to the
Game Night Jan. 17
'ITie Eastern athletic department will host the annual
NCAA Take a Kid to the Came
Night on Saturday. Jan. 17. The
Colonels and Lady Colonels
host Tennessee Tech in an
Ohio Valley Conference showdown.
The athletic department is
distributing about 8.000 tickets
to elementary and middle
schools in Madison County
this week.
Any child with a valid

voucher is eligible to attend
the game.

Intramural basketball
sign-ups next week
Intramural basketball signups will be held Jan. 20-22 in
Begley 202, sign-ups are first
come first serve.
Basketball official's clinic
will be Jan. 20-22 in Begley 156
at 2 p.m. No experience is necessary, officials will be trained
in rules, mechanics and positioning. Beginning pay is $7.00
a game/hour.

Welcome back!
Medium 1 topping &

20 oz. Coke

$4.99

Expires 1/22/04,'

Domino's
Pizza

NOW HIRING

623-0030

The Studio

In the

Katie Weitkamp, editor
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'Big Fish' Burton's latest flick

Qound
OBooth
with Katie
Weitkamp

times throughout
his entire life.
Eventually they
After Tim Burton's disappointing stop talking, but
"Planet of the Apes," everyone was Edward's impendanxiously awaiting his return to the ing death brings
hits. "Big Fish" gets us back to the them back togethcinematography we all expect from er.
the somewhat obscure director.
While
Will
The movie tells imaginative stories may refuse to listhrough flashbacks of Edward Bloom ten to his father's
(Albert Finney). Ewan McGregor stories in person,
plays the young Edward, who meets he remembers
giants and has a three-year stint work- and tells the stories through his own
ing in a circus, that leads him to meet childhood memories and listening in
his future wife, Sandra (Alison hallways.
Lohman. Jessica Lange).
When thinking of Burton's past
Also popping up in the show are films, most people remember the
Danny DeVito, who plays Amos darkness of "Batman," "Sleepy
Calloway, the ring leader of the circus ' Hollow" and "Beetlejuice," however,
Edward joins, and Steve Buscemi, "Big Fish" fuses his gothic look with
who plays Norther Winslow, a poet the brightness of southern hospitality. However, if you're expecting a
who takes a wrong turn in life.
The story line is that Edward's "Burtonized" film you won't be dissason. Will (Billy Crudup), gets pointed with the imagination he uses.
Special effects, which include peoannoyed and upset by his father's talltales, which he has heard several ple morphing into fish and the

WEmcAMP
Managing editor

BY KATIE

Holidays bring
out worst in me
The holidays always tend to be a slap
in the face. This year my lesson was on
how hip; of an ungrateful jerk I can be.
Christmas is a time of giving, and
this year I realized how much I take
without thanks — and often without
even attempting lo pay them back.
Allow me to give a few examples:
The Weitkamp family packed their
IMHS the day after Christmas and headed to New Orleans for a visit with the
Kramparents. Sure, four family members in one hotel room isn't fun. but did
I really need to complain as much as 1
did? Inevitably you are going to wake
up to someojie snoring, someone stumbling to the bathroom or someone
searching for the remote control. When
this happened, instead of looking forward to the breakfast of beignets my
parents would buy me. I threw the
remote at them. I'm a jerk.
And there is the actual 13-hour drive
to the big easy that put me in a less
than-pleasant mood. Instead of concentrating on how I would get to spend a
few days with my gramparents relaxing
and eating good food, I concentrated on
what unpleasant music was on the
radio.
Hut I still didn't get how good I have
it until my car broke down at home. For
Christmas I got great presents, a road
trip and my tuition and meal plan paid
for. yet my parents still bought me a
new battery and alternator. For the
record. I've never bought anything for
their cars, not even an air freshener.
This is when I realized I am an ungrateful jerk.
If I believed in New Year's resolutions, mine would likely be to have a
more positive outlook, to concentrate
on the good things and — since I'm not
currently in a financial situation where I
can always repay my debts — try to pay
it all forward.
Reach Katie at
katherine_weitkam@eku.edu

appearance of a giant, don't look
forced, but look natural and move
the plot alonn.
The strained relationship between
father and son. however, provides a
sappy and predictable ending, and at
times it becomes distracting.
The previews shown on television
get your attention with captivating
camera angles and scenes that depict
fantasy, but the story which ties all
the fantasies together adds enough
sap to actually take away from the
excellent portions of the movie.
I give "Big Fish" three and a half
palettes out of five for showing imagination, but only tying them together
loosely through a sappy story.

,,,/,•,
Reach Katie at
katherine ueitkamf'eku. edu

"Big Fish" is now playing in
Richmond and Lexington theaters.

Poets warn of scams, suggest legitimate contests
BY KATIE WEITKAMP

Managing editor

Those who write poetry may do it
for personal reasons, or maybe they
write intending to enter competitions or
to be published, but most poets probably don't want to pay to have their work
put out lo the public. However, according to Christine Delea, an English professor at Eastern, this happens to people who do not research poetry competitions they may enter.
"I don't want people to be taken."
Delea said. "To me that makes the
entire literary world look bad."
While not many of her students have
been taken by groups who claim they
will publish or award a prize, there are
many people who may be unaware of
such scams due to lack of education in
the literary world.
When submitting work to a competition or to be published, Delea says the
most important part is to research the
company. She says magazines like
"Poets & Writers" and books like

"Poet's Market" and "Directory of
Signs a competition may
Poetry Publishers" advertise legitimate
not be legitimate
contests. "Writer's Digest" and other
•Entry fee seems high for award
magazines may, however, advertise for
•Company goes by different names
vanity presses with disclaimers saying
•Company asks you to buy one or
they are not responsible for the legitimore anthology
macy of the advertisers.
•Receive form letter after entry
Also, she encourages aspiring poets
•Company only gives PO. Box for
to ask people who have participated in
address
or who have heard of competitions.
•Is not widely known in literary
Normally. Delea said, there is a readworld
ing fee for entering contests to pay
•Seems to be no up front cost
judges and to pay for prizes, but if the
*Do not feature famous poets' work
prize money doesn't seem like much
compared to the entry fee, it may be
obvious that the company is just seek- Wind Publications Web site.
ing money.
http://windpub.com/literary.scanis/.
Shane Harris, a former Eastern which features links to several articles
English major and moderator for and Web sites about poetry scams.
www.poemtrain.com is also concerned
"Any information about poetry
about people being scammed with their scams I think (is on the) site, so I really
poetry. As someone who was almost think it is worth checking out," Delea
scammed, he hopes people will said.
research the contests closely.
Delea says by joining organizations,
To find out more on current poetry such as the Kentucky State Poetry
scams, Delea suggests visiting the Society, aspiring pods will find legiti-

mate contests, as well as information
and tips for perfecting their craft. She
said joining societies will give students a
chance to attend conferences and speak
with successful poets.
Also, the English department sponsors a poetry contest each semester.
These are the Doppel Awards for
undergraduate students, which were
awarded in the fall semester, and the
Agatha Award for graduate students.
The deadline for the Agatha Award is
March 1 and the theme is mystery.
There are also English department
awards. To participate in this competition students must be nominated by
their English professors.
Also, Eastern's magazine, Aurora,
will be accepting entries until March 5.
Harris said some legitimate Web
sites for poetry include www.poemkingdom.com. www.eratosphere.com and
www.poem.org.
Reach Katie at
katherine_weitkam@eku. edu

Progress Classifieds

Call:
6221881

Find money, find a car, find an apartment, find a job, find a deal, find a pet, find books, find a honey ...
HELP
WANTED
Help Wanted : Now
accepting applications
lor
cooks,
servers, hostesses &
bartenders. Apply in
person @ Madison
Gardens.
Help
Wanted:
Bartender trainees
needed, $250 a day
potential. Local positions.
1-800-2933985 ext- 283
Help
Wanted:
Mortgage Express
looking lor loan officer
compatable
commission
pay.
Work from home. No
experience
Call
606-679-5626
HELP
WANTED:
Help
wanted
in
Insurance
Office.
Mornings, and flexible hours. Call 6237684
for
more
details.

FOR SALE
For Sale:
Text
books
for sale
Class notes, 3 bsn.
Bio 217, NFA 201
buying BSN. Call
979-3726.

FOR RENT
Room* for Rent: In
Student home 1 mile
from campus very
peaceful location call
979-3726.

MISC
Care
Child
Avallabe:
Almost Home Child
Development Center
Newly
expanded
center,
beautiully
decorated.

Educational
programs for all ages.
Good homecooked
meals. Friendly, professional staff. Very
neat
and
clean,
located close to the
bypass. Open until
9:30pm for parents
who work late or
take night classes!
Call 625-5550.
Spring
Breakl
Bahamas
Spring
Break Party Cruise 5
days from $277.
Party with real world
paris celebrites at
Exclusive cast parties. Great Beaches
& Nightlife including
meals,
port/hotel
Taxes! 1-800-6786
3
8
6
www.SpringBreakTr
avel.com.
SPRING
BREAK!
Spring
Break
Panama City $199. 7
nights, 6 free parties,
free cover charge &
Drinks. 5 day spring
Break
Bahamas
Cruise
$279.
Cancun. Jamaica,
Nassau
$529.
Daytona $159
www.SpringBreakTr
avel.com
1-800-678-6386
SPRING
BREAK
2004: Travel with
STS. America's #1
Student
Tour
Operator
to
Jamaica. Cancun.
Acapulco, Bahamas
and Flonda. Biggest
Parties, Best clubs
call lor group discounts. Information
Reservations 1-800648-4849
or
www.ststravel.com.
SPRING
Spring
Daytona

BREAK:
Break
best

oceanfront
hotels,
lowest prices 800881-9173. wwwdaytonawelcome
cemtfei.com
BIGGEST SPRING
BREAK
PARTY:
Cruise with 100's ol
students
on
the
largest & wildest student party cruise.
Spend 5 days in the
Bahamas from $279
Includes
most
meals, free parties,
port taxes. Ethics
award winning comp
a
n
y
I
www. SpringBreakTr
avei.com 1 -800-6786386.
SPRING BREAK:
Join Real World's
Cast Members On
The Spring Break
Bahamas
Party
Cruise! 5 days from
$299.
Party with
Ace, Mallory, Steven
& Trishelle includes
meals, port hotel
taxes.
Exclusive
Parties with Cast
Members
1-8006 7 8-6386
Springbreak
Travel.com.
SPRING
BREAK:
Beach and Ski Trips
on sale now! Call 1800-SUNCHASE
today!
or visit
www.Sunchase.com

HN/LPN

"JANITOR"

Full Time 11-7. Weekend & PRN Coverage.
Flexible Scheduling
New Graduates
Welcome Nursing
Facility with team approach & pleasant workmg environment. Competitive wages with shift &J
weekend differentials
Benefit*: Health.
DentaWision and Life
Insurance. 401 K
Belitement Plan. Vacation, Holiday A Sick Pay.
Part-lime accumulated
vacation time based on
hours worked.
Richmond Health e

Boys & Girls Club of
Madison County has
an immediate opening
for a part-time janitor
to clean its Berea facility. SO 50-S7 50 per
hour; 3 hours per
week
M-F Apply at
116 Prince Royal Or
In Berea, or email
resume to
majlriejl 9 bocrncKy.org
Open until filled.
E.O.E <ct

Rehab Comptei

Kenwood/Madison
131 Meadowlark Di
Richmond. Ky 40475
859-623-3564
A Participant in
Health Care Excels la
Quality Initiative.

mnnrr
AIDES
Part-time Position
available for Dietary
Aide.
Work in a friendly
environment with competitive
wages, weekend
differentials, also accumulated
vacation days based
upon
hours worked
Please Apply
Richmond Health
Rehabilitation Complex
Kenwood/Madison
131 Meadowlark Drive
Richmond, Ky 40475
859-623-9472
E.O.E. 'ct

Experienced person
needed to dean apartments. Insurance and
Vacation benefits
Apply in person.
No phone calls.
Hager Rentals
468 EKU By-pass
FRONT Office/reception
position ina busy medical
office Send resume,
references and wage
expectations to:
P.O. Box 99.
Richmond, Ky 40475.
1 Opening for a Sales
Clerk & Warehouse position. Must have valid drivers licenses & work weekends Apply at 505 Ml Vernon Rd.. Richmond.

Baby Sitter needed Tue &
& Thurs, 4-10pm Exp loving child care provider. In
my home Must have references. 859-200-5403

Apartments For
Help Wanted
Office help lot busy Irani
desk. Part lime Monday
and Wednesday 8-4.
Office Experience a must!
Apply al Telford YMCA
1100 E Mam Street

ACCOUNTING
CLERK NEEDED
At The Salvation Army.
Accounting/bookkeeping
experience required
Resumes required.
Applications are available
at 1675 East Main Street
859-624-5826. Please
Fax
Resume to; 859-6250520

Rent
2 ■tirim, 1 full hath,
newtsj rnmitlMl,
$450 month
440 S. Heeneland.

859-98.3-2W3

$395 month. $200
deposit, 2 bedroom.
1 bath, .most utilities
paid,
great location
Call 859-302-1829

f

$9* DEPOSIT
2 BEDROOM/WATER PD
LAUNDRY/STORAGE
OFF STREET PARKING
ON SITE MANAGER

rl

$360 MO. 623-9304
1 & 2 bedroom apts
Central heat & air Lease
Deposit Days 623-8622
623-5648 evenings
1 a 2 Oadroom Apta. Ava
Now, Leas». deposit
Stove. Refrigerator, heal &
Air. 623-2603. 623-0918

lJ3dnnAi)ti2Bdrrn
Townhouses. No Pets
623-9156.623-8985 6242116 Morrow Rentals.
Shade, \Trea Apt.
1 Bedroom 2ND Floor
Apt. Central heal/air
Water pd. Good location
No pets 623-4267 Days.
623-7557 Nights
1 Bedroom Apartment
Furnished or unfurnished
Non-smoker No pets
Close to EKU Quiet

neighborhood $295
month
All utilities paid Includes
cable 624-2972
1,2 « 3 BEDROOM
APTS FOR RENT
Daytime 623-7330
Evenings 623-3680
2 Bedroom 2 bath townhouse. 2 bedroom, t bath
flat Deposit No pets
Call 44-2911.

2 Bedroom apartmenl for
renl All bills paid $575
month Across Irom Campus No pels 623-8081
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College? Work?
Do Both with UPS!
PART-TIME
PACKAGE HANDLERS
• Si SO an hou. with m« urn ol
S0< allw 90 6»f *> ">0< at on* ve*
• gWleU (Hrjlth 4011! b P*d VM4tiom)
• Wrt-kly PjyttM-Ui
- Wrrtrmh 6 Molidayt Oft
■ ConuMenl Work Sit ■ <!ulr
■ 1 1/7 lo S rtnui Vtnlh
Available SMItr
Day HAM 4PM
Twil-ajM • SPM 10PM
•iii|hl • 11PM 4AM
NI6HI SORT TUITION RllMBuMlMINT PUN
OIT UP TO W.0O0/YIA*
Foi more information, <all:

1-888 -WORK-UPS
Or visit online at:

www.upsjobs.com
IQUJI

Opportunity ImpMyr

w*

Looking for lovoP Want to find a lob?
Interested In ferrets? Need a place to live?
Check out our classifieds or place your own!
Call 622-1881 to And out mora

